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EXTREME XC
O W N  T H E  R A C E

PURE ADRENALINE FROM THE FIRST PEDAL STROKE. 100% 

UNIDIRECTIONAL CARBON FIBRE SOLES PACK EXTREME 

STIFFNESS INTO AN ULTRATHIN DESIGN. UNPRECEDENTED 

TOTAL GRIP, STABILITY AND DURABILITY THAT YOU ONLY GET 

WITH THE EXCLUSIVE DUAL-LAYER COMPOUND TECHNOLOGY 

THAT BONDS TWO DIFFERENT COMPOUNDS ATOM BY ATOM. 

ALL THIS AT THE RECORD-BREAKING WEIGHT OF JUST 320 g.

POWERED BY MICHELIN 

TECHNICAL SOLES
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From the editor...

JULY

, itor

Summer’s (mostly) here and bar the odd biblical downpour, the trails

should be finally dry! Time to switch to lighter, faster tyres and at last

(ride gods willing) forgo the post-ride, chore of washing mud and

trail gunk from your bike. There’s a kind of dual-screen summer

theme running through this issue, first with our alpine bikes

which are a natural fit for trips away to big euro mountains – as

well as steep, gnarly terrain nearer to home of course. We’ve

also got tests of lightweight wheels and short-travel XC forks,

both of which can propel you to eye-melting speeds in the 

dry conditions. Straddling both camps is our massive

summer clothing test – featuring a model who I’ve heard 

could well be in the frame for the next Bond film…
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Our mission

100% expert, impartial advice
you can trust every month

How
we test

our ratings explained

W
hat Mountain Bike is brought to you 

by the most authoritative team in 

the business. We’ve tested 

thousands of bikes, components 

and items of clothing on trails 

across the world. This means that 

when it comes new kit, we cut 

through the hype and aren’t afraid to tell you exactly how 

it is. We ride on a huge variety of trails to make sure we 

push everything to the limit - and beyond. We’re mountain 

bikers first and foremost and know how important it is to 

get the best gear possible with your hard earned cash. 

That means you can get on with enjoying your ride, safe in 

the knowledge that we’ve done the hard work for you.

Accurate
We measure, check 

and re-check 

everything with our 

own equipment so 

you get hard data –  

not just the claimed 

figures. We make sure  

our testers cross-

reference their 

experiences to ensure 

total reliability.

To arm you with the 

best buying advice 

available, so you get 

the greatest 

pleasure – and value 

– from your biking 

passion. 

Our tests are…

Relevant
Every month we test 

newcomers against 

our price benchmarks 

across the entire 

cross-country and trail 

riding spectrum. We 

constantly review our 

scores to make sure 

they’re graded relative 

to the best items 

currently on sale.

Comprehensive
We test more  

bikes and gear than 

anyone else and 

collectively we’ve 

been doing it for over 

150 years. Our expert 

male and female 

testers put in 

thousands of trail 

miles each to get the 

complete picture.

Independent
Products from 

advertisers are tested 

to the same exacting 

standards as anyone 

elses and no-one pays 

to be in our tests. 

Our long term 

credibility with our 

readers is more 

important than selling 

advertising pages.

Exceptional: A genuine class leader

Very Good: One of the best you can buy

Good: It’ll do the job and do it well

Below average: Flawed in some way

Poor: Simply put, don’t bother

our coveted awards

WINNER VALUE



This is where we 

test and rate the 

newest bikes from 

across the entire 

spectrum of riding 

to see how they 

stack up against 

our benchmarks. 

We take two 

similar items of 

gear and pit them 

against each other 

to find out which 

is best. From forks 

to flat pedals, we 

do it all here.

Take four bikes 

designed with a 

common purpose 

or price and 

thrash them until 

there’s only the 

winner left 

standing. Simple. 

Find out what’s 

really market 

leading with our 

biggest, most 

comprehensive 

grouptest as ten 

products get 

ridden and rated.

Catch up with our 

adventures on our 

personal test 

bikes, see  mods 

we’ve made and 

which bits of kit 

we’re currently 

loving or loathing. 

Six products 

across a range of 

prices are tested 

against each other 

to find out what 

offers the best 

performance  

and value.  

A trio of 

affordable but 

essential items 

are put through 

our rigorous 

testing procedure 

and a winner 

is crowned.

TESTING EXPLAINED
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Yeti SB5.5c
£6899 This 29er is ready for  

rough and tumble enduro racing 
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I
f you’re a fan of 29ers, this might be the year you’ve

been waiting for. If you’ve shunned ‘wagon wheels’ in

the past, then it’s time you gave them a second look. 

The industry appears to be going through a 29er

renaissance at the moment. Boost axle spacing to

shrink chainstays and create stiffer wheels, wide-range 

1x drivetrains and envelope-pushing geometry are 

creating ever more competent 29er trail bikes.

The Yeti SB5.5c may be the most capable long-travel

29er we’ve thrown a leg over thus far. This new aggressive

trail bike builds on the success of the shorter-travel SB4.5c

with more travel and slacker angles suitable for the rigours 

of the Enduro World Series.

In fact, feedback from Yeti’s top enduro racers was

instrumental in the development of this new model. “Our

racers noticed on certain courses that 29ers were flat out 

faster,” said Yeti owner Chris Conroy. 

And so the 5.5c was born. 

Design details
The SB5.5c model boasts 140mm of rear suspension

travel served up by Yeti’s novel and now proven Switch

Infinity suspension system. Upfront, Yeti chose to go big, 

equipping the SB5.5c with a 160mm Fox 36 fork.

Geometry is in-step with many recently unveiled

long-travel 29ers, such as the Santa Cruz Hightower, Evil’s 

The Wreckoning and YT’s Jeffsy.

The SB5.5c has a slack 66.5-degree head angle, a

mid-range but certainly not pedal-scraping bottom bracket

height of 346mm, chainstays that measure in at a very

respectable 437mm and a reach of 442mm (Medium). 

The full carbon frame takes its curves from its shorter

travel sibling, the SB4.5c. The rear brake, dropper seatpost

and rear derailleur are all routed internally. Like the SB4.5c, 

the SB5.5c was only designed to run 1x drivetrains. 

Enduro-ready spec
Our test bike, the XO1 model, costs a fair whack at £6899.

The kit consists of a SRAM XO1 drivetrain with RaceFace

Turbine cranks and a 30t chainring. The impressive SRAM 

Guide RSC brakes with 180mm rotors keep speeds in

check. A 125mm RockShox Reverb handles dropper duties,

while Easton supplies a 50mm Havoc stem and a 800mm 

Havoc Carbon handlebar.

Yeti opted to use the FIT4 version of the Fox 36, citing

the fact it’s much easier for the average rider to adjust

than the more tuneable RC2 version. The Fox Float X

Factory DPS shock handles rear suspension duties.

The whole package rolls on a DT Swiss wheelset with

350 hubs laced to the wide and stiff XM481 rims shod in 

a 29 x 2.5in Maxxis DHF in the front and a 29 x 2.3in 

Maxxis Aggressor in the back.

While Yeti was tempted to equip lighter treads, they

ultimately opted for the hefty rubber preferred by its staff.

We’d say any weight penalty is well worth it. As tested, 

this medium SB5.5c weighs in at 12.7kg (28lbs).

Proving grounds
Our test team rode the bike on local trails, and out in

Moab. Tracks out there included well-known trails such as 

Porcupine Rim and Captain Ahab, along with some

lesser-known routes. The rocky, square-edged terrain 
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1 The Switch Infinity
suspension system boosts

pedalling performance

2 For riders less concerned
with fine-tuning, the Fox 36

FIT4 is a great choice

3 Rear travel is ably handled
by the excellent Fox Float X

4 RaceFace Turbine cranks are 
reliably robust 

certainly played to the strengths of 29in wheels.

The SB5.5c’s suspension feel, as well as its handling, 

rest between the SB5c and SB6c.

It’s not a plush bike. The Switch Infinity system metes

out suspension as needed, never delving deeper into the

stroke than is necessary. This makes it easy to pump the

SB5.5c through turns and to transition from one line to

another with haste. While the Float X shock offers Open,

Firm, and Locked-out modes, there’s no need to increase

the platform damping while climbing, save for riding to or 

from the trails.

On the subject of climbing – don’t let the 66.5 degree

head tube angle fool you into thinking the SB5.5c is a

flop-wheeled laggard on climbs. The suspension firms up

under pedaling and the steep 73.6 degree seat tube angle

and long top tube combine to make this a keen climber.

The lack of uphill anguish allows the rider to be that

much fresher for the fun part of the ride. The SB5.5c does

not disappoint. Seeing the Fox 36 fork raked far out in

front is inspiring. Its stiff chassis makes navigating tight, 

technical descents that much easier.

We didn’t find that the SB5.5c’s 29in wheels hinder its

ability to navigate switchbacks. It’s not as nimble as the

SB5c, although the slightly shorter wheelbase makes it 

easier to coax through tight turns than the SB6c. 

Really good, but not without criticism
Poised handling, a stiff frame and great suspension

performance – what’s not to like about the SB5.5c?

A few things, actually. For one, the tall seat tube may

prevent some riders from running 150mm or longer 

dropper seatposts. (All three sizes come stock with 

125mm Reverbs.)

The internally-routed rear brake gives the frame a very 

clean silhouette, but it also means extra work for 

installation and service.

Last on the nit-pick list is a by-product of Boost. The

148mm-wide rear axle spacing allows frame designers to

add clearance and shrink chainstays. Unfortunately, it also

means the SB5.5c’s Shimano through-axle QR sticks out

that much further. It’s practically daring rocks to take their

best shot. A flush-mount system, such as the Syntace X-12 

through-axle would have been a better choice. 

Summary
Though they may be relatively minor, the SB5.5c is not

completely without shortcomings, but there’s no arguing

with its ability to deftly maneuver through steep, technical

terrain, and to descend with authority while remaining

willing and eager to climb. As such, the Yeti is one of the

best trail bikes we’ve tested, regardless of wheelsize. We’re

looking forward to putting more miles in on the SB5.5c.

BUYER’S GUIDE See more top end trail bikes on p109
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through steep, technical terrain, and descend

with authority while remaining eager to climb
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1 The E:I unit on the stem
automatically controls the

rear shock setting

2 A guard prevents frame
damage from flying rocks

3 The Michelin rubber is
tough and grippy, if a little

heavy for trail use

4 The seat angle has been
steepened up to 75 degrees

5 The Monarch RT3 shock uses 
the E:I shock system

1 2 3 4

5
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L
apierre’s Spicy has a long and storied history,

helped in no small part by a certain French

ten-time downhill world champion, Nico

Vouilloz. The Spicy has always been Lapierre’s 

long travel trail bike of its line-up, but this

newest version is much more focused on the

lessons Vouilloz has learnt sessioning the

Enduro World Series and there have been a whole host of

changes for this year to make it more suited to that task. 

Not a looker
The first and most obvious difference is the profile, with a

somewhat awkward top tube kicked up at the front and a 

low-slung belly where the downtube hits the bottom

bracket. However, there are some very good reasons for

these changes. The big one is the rear suspension linkage

has been heavily modified. While it’s still a four-bar setup,

the shock shuttle of the old model has been cast out to

boost travel up to 165mm from 150mm, also giving a

more progressive ending stroke for more support on big 

hits. The hunchbacked top tube allows fitment of a

piggyback shock, while the little belly means you can fit a

water bottle too. The rear end is also designed for optimum

pedalling performance around a 34t chainring rather than

the 30-32t of the old bike. Those who remember the wide

stance of the heel-catching rump will also be pleased it’s

now much slimmer, despite 10mm more mud clearance.

It’s not just the suspension that’s had an overhaul.

Reach figures have been extended across the range, with a 

Medium frame now 14mm roomier at 444mm with a

605mm top tube. The seat angle has been steepened up

to 75 degrees for a more forward weight bias when sat

down and the head angle has been relaxed slightly to 66

degrees, running the same 160mm fork up front. Those

new numbers are paired with a wider 780mm own-brand 

aluminium bar and shorter 45mm stem.

As this is the top end Team version, you get a carbon

fibre main frame and seat stays paired with aluminium

chainstays and shock linkage. The kit is all functional and

durable stuff, with a SRAM 11-speed drivetrain using a mix 

of X1 and X01 bits, and tubeless-ready SRAM Rail 50

wheels. At 13.25kg (Medium) the complete bike is behind

rivals such as the £5599 Mondraker Dune Carbon, which is 

12.74kg. Some of that is down to the rubber, which is

provided by Nico’s sponsor Michelin, with a Wild Rock’R2

Reinforced up front and a Wild Grip’R2 Reinforced out

back. Both of the tubeless-ready tyres use the sticky

Gum-X rubber compound and weigh over a kilo apiece. 

Lapierre Spicy Team E:I
£5500 Updated top-end enduro machine with legendary lineage

That means you can hurl them into rock gardens while

running minimal pressure and without fear, but the extra

weight and drag noticeably dampens the verve of the

bike uphill, to the point we thought we were running a 

much bigger chainring than the 30t fitted.

The E:I system does almost eliminate bob and

unwanted bounce, with smart automatic control of what

setting the rear shock is in – based on bump input from

the front fork. It’s a shame the E:I system isn’t available

with anything other than the inline RockShox Monarch

RT3, which is capable enough but will definitely start to 

heat up and get stiffer on extended rough descents.

While we’re griping, it’s also a shame the stock E:I battery 

takes up the space where a water bottle would fit.

Happily, serious enduro racers can request a different 

style of tubular battery that’s offset to the side.

Spicing up the ride
On paper, the numbers of the bike aren’t extreme, but out

on the trail the bike really starts to gel together. That’s

because when running the recommended 35 per cent

sag at the rear, the somewhat high BB is dropped to a low

and stable position and the head angle slackened out a

touch more. While the bike doesn’t feel incredibly plush

despite all the sag, once you turn up the speed it starts to

show what it can do, with a firm ride transforming into

something that’s remarkable at eating up serious terrain.

There’s enough progression in the linkage and shock that,

while you do use full travel, it’s never a harsh bottom out. 

It also retains a lively feel when on flatter trails, tyres

notwithstanding, though if you prefer seriously steep

plummets reducing the head angle further wouldn’t go

amiss. That’s possible with purpose-made headcups, but

for most riders the stock balance will allow them to push

hard without having to massively adapt their riding style.

Overall the Spicy is hugely competent. Lapierre hasn’t 

chased current trends, choosing to instead gently

progress the performance of the old bike. It’s not ground 

breaking but the results do speak for themselves. 

BUYER’S GUIDE For more high end trail bikes see p109

Excellent, smart suspension means the new

Spicy is a step up over the old one, but the 

Team spec isn’t the pick of the bunch
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W
e don’t know what Maccatuskil

means but On-One describes what

it says is the quickest mountain

bike in its line-up as “a world class 

XC race frame ready for you to

tackle your local trails with”, and

we can’t fault that description. That

certainly doesn’t mean it’s just a harsh hammerhead with 

limited laughs though.

Race hard

“What does it weigh?” is the first question that any serious

racer will ask about a prospective bike and at just 11.13kg

for our Large sample, On-One provide an answer that’s

seriously impressive for the money and a relatively tough 

trail rather than XC-specific spec.

The frame certainly isn’t malnourished either with the

big barrel head tube blending into the coffin-shaped down

tube and a very broad, flat start to the top tube. The flat

top tube profile then continues back, forming a shelf

around the extended seat tube for impressive lateral

stiffness. The seat tube locks these together equally 

solidly, turning from round to a broadening rectangular

section where the bottle mount is and offset to the left to

give space for a double chainring set-up if you want. The 

bottom bracket and chainstays are massive too,

channelling maximum power from the mainframe all the 

way to the through-axle rear.

But it’s not just the shaping of the tubes that makes for

a muscular authority in the pedal response; it’s the quality 

of the carbon fibre, and we’re not surprised – it feels

significantly sharper under power than most mid-priced

bikes with Toray T800 woven into the mix. While you

could certainly go lighter with the wheelset if you

sacrificed some stiffness, strength and width, the El Guapo

hubs use a 72 engagement point for near instant pick-up. 

The WTB tyres are light and supple for their size too,

although there’s obviously scope to fit lighter, faster slicks 

for pure speed duties.

The SRAM GX1 groupset keeps things light and clean

and the RockShox Reba fork uses the same chassis as the

race-branded SID, so there’s no excess weight there either. 

That means the only thing that’s obviously at odds

with the XC race positioning of the Maccatuskil is the 

On-One Maccatuskil 
£1699 On-One’s lightweight 29er is great for more than just racing 
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1 The short stem causes
handling to be a touch twitchy

2 The Reba fork uses the same
chassis as the race-branded
SID, keeping weight down

3 The massive chainstays
help channel maximum power

4 The Trail Boss tyres help to
smooth out the trail

5 A SRAM GX1 groupset
carries out shifting duties

big Titus El Guapo and short stem. The more sensitive

reactions and shorter reach definitely fidget around more 

when climbing than a traditional 100mm stem/700-

720mm cockpit. They’re also a bit heavier, but we’d

definitely suggest you stick with them for at least a couple

of rides as you might be surprised how well they work with 

the rest of the On-One.  

Play hard
That’s because pigeon-holing the Maccatuskil as just a

cross country bike is definitely clipping its wings in terms

of its deserved appeal. While its low weight and powerful

pedal response mean it certainly doesn’t feel restrictive on 

a race track (and we’ve got the results to prove it) its

muscularity doesn’t come at the expense of masochistic 

harshness. Going back to the frame walk around we

started with, the top tube gets shallower as it curves back

until it splits into super thin D section seat stays that curve

around over the top of the big dropouts. This means they

avoid any load transfer from the well protected disc brake 

so can be laid up wholly for comfort-increasing

compliance. That’s not just a marketing cliché either, it

really is a genuinely forgiving ride that preserves your back

even if you’re racing on the rivet or busting out big back 

country miles all day.

The mid-width i25 rims are easy to convert to tubeless

to add even more pneumatic float to the already supple

Trail Boss 2.25in tyres and, as always, the 29in diameter 

reduces the effect of rocks, roots, ruts and other trail

obstacles when it comes to smooth speed sustain. While

it doesn’t have the latest 148mm Boost axle standard and 

it’s not officially designed for plus-sized tyres, there’s

plenty of room around the well-treaded WTB 29ers. That

means you could sneak something like a TrailBlazer 2.8 in 

there if you want to really max out the air-cushioned

potential and you don’t mind running things close.

There’s some other neat detailing that expands its

versatility too. Two swappable internal routing or blanking

panels on the offside and one on the driveside keep the

frame looking clean whatever transmission/dropper post

options you’re running. The fact it’s ready for both the

latest Di2 and Shimano sideswing front mechs as well as

an internally routed seatpost shows just how broad the 

potential of this frame is.

The only slight disappointment is that the seat tube is

already erring on the slack side, so we’d advise against

increasing fork travel beyond the current 100mm because

it’ll make the front end wander and lift too much under

power. You’ll be surprised, though, just how much the

stability-enhancing 69.5 degree head angle and big bars

let you handle anyway and if you’re into classic big XC

rides without having to back off on the fun bits it’s a great 

bike for the money.

BUYER’S GUIDE See more mid range XC bikes on p104

Light and powerful enough to race, but

impressively forgiving and fun on technical 

trails and all at a bargain price

1

2 3 4 5
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G
T are one of the few global manufacturers to

produce a £1000 full-susser, complete with 

their distinctive Independent Drivetrain

suspension, which to their credit hasn’t been

simplified to hit this price point. There’s a lot 

of neat detailing on the alloy frame,

including hollow-backed dropouts and

swingarm segments, and a post-mount brake attachment. 

The extended top tube syncs with a fashionably short

stem, but the head angle is on the steep, XC-friendly side.

The Verb’s spec suffers against the best budget full-sus

bikes we’ve tested recently. The SR Suntour XCR fork offers 

limited control over smaller bumps, but we never got

more than 85mm of the claimed 120mm stroke.  

GT Verb Elite
£1000 High traction trail smoother with weighty and cheap spec

The Shimano Alivio shifter equipped gearing is only

9-speed, and the Shimano M355 brakes feel wooden.

While the hubs are quick-release at both ends, the

semi-slick 2.1in Kenda tyres keep the wheels relatively 

light. The overall weight is a hefty 15.71kg.

Sluggish start
Add this weight to the soft feel of the skinny-axled cranks

and the rubbery chain feeling created by the fluid I-Drive,

and the Verb isn’t in a hurry to get going. Despite this, it’s

a tenacious climber as the swingarm pulls backwards over

roots and rocks and maximises traction. The suspension

interaction also pulls the front wheel down onto the

ground and gives outstanding steering traction on the ups.

Once you’re up – or up to speed – it rolls along

smoothly. The rear shock works well and the suspension 

action flatters its ability to carry speed over clattery

sections, but this smoothness doesn’t extend to more

challenging descents. The head angle makes the GT fussy

in terms of line holding, and the fork gets out of its depth

well before the back-end does. Unfortunately for GT, while

this fork and spec compromise was once common, the

best budget full-sussers are better equipped nowadays.

BUYER’S GUIDE     See more entry level trail bikes on p106

High levels of traction smooth out trails, but

weight and spec is poor compared to rivals
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optimised for weight and strength. This delivers the performance you demand, with the 

benefit of being a responsible carbon fibre alternative.

Distributed in the UK by

www.hotlines-uk.com    I    Email: sales@hotlines-uk.com    I    Tel: 0131 319 1444
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Designed for trail, all-mountain and enduro riding, the

piggy-backed Topaz features three compression settings:

firm, medium and open. The shock promises very little

stiction thanks to the use of a clever air bladder, and

external air fins help to keep things cool when the going

gets hot. Good looks and a meagre weight of 330g add

to its appeal too. If you’ve already splashed out on DVO’s

Diamond fork, you might as well go for the cuffs-and-

collars approach with the Topaz, right?

www.silverfish-uk.com

DVO Topaz shock

£399 A high performance shock 
for enduro anarchists



Giro Empire
VR90 shoes

£200 Old school footwear  

for new-school racers 

Designed with cross-country racers firmly in mind,

these lightweight shoes have a supple, seam-free,

well-ventilated upper, a stiff carbon sole featuring a

recessed cleat and grippy Vibram rubber, and a 

traditional lace-up closure.

The jury’s out on laces at the moment for us - they lack

the ease of use that a strap or ratchet might, but offer

great fit, light weight and let’s face it, they look good too.

Handily, the instep is adjustable using the Velcro wedges 

on the bottom of the anti-microbial insoles.  

www.zyro.co.uk

FIRST
LOOK
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Its looks and weight are fairly standard but what’s

intriguing about this dropper post is the bit you can’t

see. A novel internal design claims to offer better

reliability than the competition, with a hydraulic-

mechanical hybrid locking system holding the post in

place. RaceFace has found this to be a more solid

way to support body weight, with less potential for

failure over time. Lower internal air pressures and

the use of static, rather than dynamic, seals are 

also said to further boost reliability.

We’re testing the Turbine at the moment, so we’ll

report back as to whether it’s as reliable as 

claimed.

www.silverfish-uk.com

RaceFace
Turbine dropper

£350 A seatpost with less 
potential for failure

FIRST
LOOK
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www.shimano-originalparts.com

When everything works perfectly it’s worth remembering the little unseen things that make the

diference. Like our pre-lubricated outer casing or our polymer coated cables for example.

Yet another reason why you should always insist on Shimano Original Parts.

Sometimes it’s what you can’t see
that makes the biggest diference

ALWAYS

INSIST ON

SHIMANO

ORIGINAL  

PARTS



Cyclo Fly6

£99 Lights, camera, action

This combination of rear light and HD camera was the

first of its kind when it came out a couple of years ago

and this updated version is not only an improvement on

the original, it’s also more competitively priced. The

output has doubled to 30 lumens and there are various 

brightness settings and flashing modes.

The 720p camera produces sound and images that are

sharp enough for its intended use as a ‘safety camera’ –

those looking to make the next Danny MacAskill film 

should look elsewhere.

With a claimed six hours of battery life, the Fly6 could

prove invaluable should you have a run-in with a

vehicle or just want to see your mates gurning as 

they huff and puff up climbs behind you. 

www.raleigh.co.uk

FIRST
LOOK
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FIRST
LOOK

DMR has joined forces with Brendan ‘Brendog’

Fairclough to create ‘a grip for the brave’, featuring three 

different surfaces – waffle and knurl for grip and a

mushroom section in the inboard quarter for comfort 

and blister-protection when you go BIG.

It’s available in both soft and hard compounds and

thick and thin widths. There are various colour options 

too (the ones pictured are ‘tango’), although the hard

compound only comes in ‘gum’. A taper-lock core

ensures a slip-free fit while a single lock-on ring in the 

inboard side adds further security.

Needless to say we’ll be going as big as our skills 

allow this summer, holding on for grim life.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

DMR Brendog Death Grip

£17 No excuses for not holding on tight
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Mitas
Highlander tyres

£30 Worth Czech-ing out?

Mitas is a Czech company with over 100 hundred years

in the rubber-making game. These tubeless 27.5in

Highlanders with an ‘enduro compound’ feature a tread

pattern designed for riding in tricky, sketchy conditions

and come with Mitas’ new Textra protection – a

high-density polymer fabric designed to reduce sidewall

damage, without adding much of a weight penalty . 

www.rubenacycle.co.uk

FIRST
LOOK
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To YT or not to YT 
that is the Capra
I’m looking very closely at the excellent

YT Capra CF Comp – it just looks and

feels (I’ve ridden a friend’s one) like a

great bike (the Race Pro version is prob

too much fettlin’ for me). But… there are 

so many other bikes that get great

reviews, like Mondraker Dune, Santa

Cruz, Yeti SBc, Trek and Giant Reign.

I’ve been riding for years and have had 

a Carbon Trek Remedy (150mm

travel/26in wheels) for the last five,

which has been fantastic but now needs

to be put out to pasture in favour of all 

the latest developments.

I ride trail centres and XC, I like a bike 

with plenty of travel that can do

anything, but also have a DH bike for

occasional Alps and uplift centre trips.

My current thinking is I’m probably not

a good enough rider to appreciate the

finite differences at the very top end

and a few extra grams isn’t going to 

make much difference to me. I just want

a bike that gives me the best features

and the YT gets great reviews with top

end gear. So, although I could afford it,

why would I spend nearly twice as 

much on one of the others? 

Steve B, email

WMB says: The Capra is certainly a

popular bike with our testers, and its

value for money can’t be questioned.

Whether you’re comfortable with

online-only purchasing and support is 

something to consider though.

Your riding suggests you might get

on with a shorter travel trail bike,

rather than a longer one – as you said,

you already have quite an aggressive

bike for Alpine and uplifted rides, and

while the Capra is great down a hill, it

probably wouldn’t be my first choice for 

a traditional ‘trail’ ride. I prefer

something a bit taughter, and is a bit

more suited to longer all-day rides.

With advances in suspension tech, I’d

say geometry is as important as travel 

to get a capable bike.

WMB 186’s Trail Bike of the Year test

gave the Whyte T-130 RS the top spot

– aggressive geometry and great trail

manners means it’s well suited to a

wide range of rides, from spin-up and

drop down to longer days in the hills.

The other bike which fits this criteria is

the Santa Cruz 5010, which feels more 

capable than the 130mm of

suspension suggests. If budget is less

of an issue, then you could build a

great bike around that frame – our

main criticism in TBOTY was that for

the price, spec had to be compromised. 

Tom

Rack it up
I’ve got a Vauxhall Astravan for lugging

bits and pieces about, and I don’t want

to just sling my bike in the back while I

drive around. If I’ve loads of kit (say I’m

in a different part of the country for

work), I want a neat solution for holding 

my bike in place.

I’ve seen a few bars which press

against the side of the vehicle with a

fork mount in – have you tried these? 

They look pricey for the cash. 

Tim, email

WMB says: If you want the back of

your van neat and tidy, then some sort

of internal racking is probably the best

way to go. The off-the-shelf ones are a

touch pricey, but you could make one!

The actual clamping bit might be a

bit trickier to make – I’ve got a Racked

mount from www.rackedbikes.co.uk,

which I’ve bolted to a cross-bar on my

pickup. It’s £24 and bolts straight on to 

whatever you create. I ended up

making a relatively smart (even if I do

say so myself) rack for two bikes for 

less than £80.

Tom

WMB

Tech problem? Email wmb@immediate.co.uk



Weighing up
I have been riding enthusiastically and

reading WMB for over six years, and have

made many great, well-informed buying 

decisions based on your reviews.

However, I have to admit the ‘Are we

too obsessed with weight’ article from

WMB 186 left me feeling completely

bemused. Over the years, WMB has

keenly extolled the virtues of bikes that 

weigh under, the admittedly

psychological, barrier of 30lb (13.6 kg).

But now it appears the magazine is 

making a startling about turn.

Only 10 out of the 25 bikes in your

Bike of the Year test fell below that

weight ‘barrier’. This is a stark contrast to

previous years, where most winners have 

been below 30lb.

Why the sudden change? Even carbon

bike models that were on course to be

lighter, with greater strength and stiffness, 

are creeping up in weight. 

Brian, email

WMB says: As you mentioned, lighter

bikes, all being equal, do indeed feel

great. However, it’s worth finding out 

where this weight is located. For example,

we’d be happier with a heavier frame if

the wheels were lighter, as this has a

more pronounced effect on the overall 

feel of the bike.

It’s fair to say that TBOTY bikes are a 

touch weightier these days. This is

because, on the whole, they’re longer

travel, more aggressive models than

before. This is thanks to developments in 

frame and suspension design, which

allows what previously would have been a

bit of a wallowy sled, to be much more

pedal friendly and all-day capable. We’re

finding more and more people (ourselves

included) are therefore enjoying ‘bigger’ 

bikes day to day.

Where carbon is concerned, light weight

isn’t the only reason – in TBOTY world,

stiffness is a big factor. Alloy frames these

days are pretty competitive on weight,

generally speaking, unless you drop a lot

more cash (as per Guy’s longterm Whyte).

There are light, strong bikes which are 

also great value – they tend to be

online-only options though, where costs

are saved elsewhere (such as distributor 

margin and shop support). 

Tom
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T
he rear mech is a 

100-year-old design, and 

it’s vulnerable. Having an 

intricate, expensive 

mechanism hanging in the 

firing line is, in theory, a 

terrible idea. In practice 

though, even the best engineers have 

proved unable to create anything better. 

But is that finally set to change – and 

can gearboxes really be better than our 

familiar transmissions?

“First, ‘familiar’ is the right word,” 

says Dirk Stoelting, product designer for 

gearbox wizard Pinion. “Derailleurs are 

familiar but, with four different triggers, 

open and dirty chainrings, cassettes, 

springs, joints and wire, not necessarily 

better. The future of shifting is 

integrated, safely covered, maintenance-

free. In Pinion’s case, the box is placed 

in the centre, where the power is 

transformed into propulsion.”

Eff it all

French company Effigear cites similar 

benefits. “Reliability. Nothing is 

exposed,” says engineer and co-founder 

David Roumeas. “Simplicity. You just 

ride and enjoy your bike. Shifting is 

instantaneous – we can shift gear under 

full load and shift without pedalling.”

Stick to discussing the benefits and 

our love-affair with the derailleur looks 

insane, but the truth is gearboxes bring 

their own downsides. Typically they’re 

bulky, heavy, expensive and 

incompatible with regular frames.

Even launching a box that dodges 

most of these issues is hard. During the 

2000s SRAM’s planetary-geared 

Hammerschmidt replaced front rather 

than rear mechs, and fitted regular 

frames – if you had the right mounts 

and access to the proprietary facing 

tool. But even the mighty SRAM couldn’t 

make it a true success. “At the time, 

long-travel ‘freeride’ bikes were popular,” 

�X£-X ./$'' -0))$)" -X�- (X�#. /#�/ |-./ �++X�-X $) 6>5:H��)�+�+X-I�

.X�'X ��*3X.�2*0' ��X��X//X-H��0/�2#X-X��-X�/#X4�$)�/#X�-X�'�2*-' @

WMB
The issues you need to know about

Gearboxes  

– are they ever  

going to work?
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says Chris Hilton, SRAM product 

manager. “People were using downhill 

products… there was no place for 

multiple rings on these bikes. That 

made them hard to get to the top of a 

hill. Hammerschmidt helped out there.”

But did the pros really outweigh the 

cons? “No, it would appear not,” says 

Hilton. “I always look at the ‘net’ of a 

product. You take all the variables – 

price, weight, complexity, performance, 

cool-factor, etc – add them up and 

make a buying decision. As we see it 

today, consumers much prefer our 

wide-range 1x drivetrains to any other 

product we’ve offered. I like to think it’s 

because it’s a ‘net better’ solution.”

Seismic shift

How close are we to mech-killing 

gearboxes that aren’t too heavy, 

expensive or incompatible? Pinion has 

something up its sleeve, citing a 

hard-working R&D team that’s ‘close’ to 

a solution. “Maybe by the end of the 

year you can see what I’m talking 

about,” teases Stoelting. 

Gearboxes
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Effigear is more bullish. “Contrary to

received wisdom, our gearbox is not

heavier than a standard transmission,” 

says Roumeas. “For example, the

160mm Anakin from Cavalerie is

13.5kg. The frame without a gearbox is

3.3kg. If you take a classic frame of the 

same weight and fit the same

components with an aluminium

crankset, the weight is the same.

“We’re still working on weight

reduction. We’ve just launched an

aluminium BB shaft, which is 120g

lighter than steel, and we’ll soon be

able to adapt the RaceFace SixC carbon

crankset – [that’s another] 140g off.”

But what about mounting? If the few

compatible frames aren’t competitive,

even a great gearbox is dead in the

water. “You’re right,” says Roumeas. “You

need a special design. But gearboxes

offer more opportunity for frame design

– you reduce unsprung weight, you can

build a symmetrical swingarm, and you 

have more choice in placing your 

swingarm pivot.” 

These can all benefit suspension,

stiffness and handling, but once again

you find engineering purity getting close

to conflicting with everyday needs. “We 

used to recommend welding the

gearbox into the bike, as it’s the best

technical solution,” says Roumeas.

Happily, they’ve seen sense and

switched to bolts. “For bike assembly

welding is more work for the frame

manufacturer. A mounting standard will 

help, and we’re working on that.”

You may have been screaming all

along that, actually, gearboxes have

already made it: designs such as

Shimano’s Alfine and Rohloff’s

Speedhub have been selling for years.

But their location in the rear hub has

such an unhappy effect on suspension

performance and weight distribution

they’re never going to be a performance 

solution. And while compatibility is

decent, it’s still far from universal.

Perhaps more than any other aspect, 

compatibility is the real stumbling

block. “As an industry, we would need to 

get frame designers to agree on a 

common frame mounting,” says SRAM’s

Chris Hilton. “Something that totally

works for company A, because their

suspension design, or geometry or

whatever happens to work with it,

might not for company B, C and D. So

now we aren’t developing a gearbox,

we’re developing two, or ten, or 20. And

then they’re going to say, “OK, this is

cool, now I just need it at half the price.”

So, is SRAM working on gearboxes,

then? “None of your damn business! But

I assure you, SRAM is absolutely working

on the future. I guess we’ll have to wait 

to see what that looks like.”

Gearboxes are to bicycles what

telescopic forks are to motorcycles

– engineers scoff at their obvious

shortcomings, but can’t create anything

that riders prefer. That won’t stop them

trying, however, and eventually you

have to think somebody will do it. We

love that companies such as Effigear

and Pinion are pushing this tech hard.

WMB says…

WMB
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T
he Swiss have a well-earned reputation for

precision, and tracking tightness is certainly

impressive on these radical looking rearward

brace forks, but the suspension action is well 

judged for racers too.

Using a machined metal crown and steerer is a cost

saver over the carbon-topped Race version, and at 1610g

with a 175mm cut steerer and star fangled nut installed,

it’s on par with current SID and standard Fox 32 rivals. The

One Piece Magnesium (the OPM bit of the name) lower leg

casting includes a very deep, internally ribbed brace that

leans back way over the wheel. Add their proven 15mm

RWS ratchet handle actuated axle and this creates an

extremely torsionally stiff fork for its weight category. Even

with a relatively skinny, dropped shoulder crown drilled for

optional remote control cable routing on both sides, they

stay predictable under hard braking and/or square edged

hits. They only come in a 45mm offset option, though, so

they’ll feel more stable than the original fork if you plug

them into a Trek or other bike designed for a 51mm offset

unit. That’s not necessarily a bad thing, and we actually 

liked the way they felt in our Trek Superfly test rig.

New SKF seals are a lot more supple and smooth

running than previously, but there’s still a definite sweet

spot in terms of 65 to 75kg rider weight as the negative

spring is a fixed rate metal coil rather than a self balancing 

air spring. A pronounced ramp in the last third of the

stroke and decent high speed compression control means

it doesn’t blow through all its travel too easily. The Open

mode of the O.D.L damping cartridge uses both high and a

low speed compression circuit with 18 different fine tune

settings, from compliant as possible to definitely tight

lipped in the openness stakes. The Drive mode just uses

the high speed compression circuit and creates a naturally 

DT Swiss OPM

O.D.L 100 £700

Finding the right forks for your
ride is crucial. We examine two 
great lightweight XC choices

Impressive steering precision and decent

suspension action. A good match for hardtails
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F
ox have cut serious weight out of their Step-Cast

forks but still maintain best-in-class control. At

1360g for the 29in with a 175mm steerer, screw 

in Kabolt axle and star fangled nut, it’s 164g

lighter than the previous F32 and 100g lighter

than DT’s lightest carbon fibre enhanced OPM O.D.L.

The Step-Cast name comes from the cut away bottom

of the lower leg casting that creates enough space to run a 

wider Boost hub spoking stance for increased wheel

stiffness. A reworked brace gives space for a 2.3in tyre,

even with a narrowed and extensively worked fork crown

to reduce weight. There are non-Boost as well as 44 or

51mm offset versions if you want to match your current

fork or play with your geometry, but if you heard Boost and 

thought Plus tyre, that’s not an option. The new SC

structure is cleared for 203mm rotor use (29” only), but

this is a dedicated XC race fork, not a trail all-rounder.

The most striking aspect of the SC is how ‘normal’ it

feels on the trail. There’s some twist if you grab the wheel

between your knees and yank the bars, but nowhere near

the deflection of a RockShox inverted RS-1 and easily on

par with a current Boost width SID. And you won’t be

aware of excessive fork twist or even braking twang as part

of the overall lightweight, skinny spoke wheel, paper thin

tyre package that most weight conscious riders will be

running anyway. Instead, you’ll notice how high traction

and accurate it feels over the most off camber rock and

root sections thanks to the excellent FIT4 damper. There’s

potential for ultra fine, 22 point low speed compression 

tuning in Open mode as well as volume spacer

progression tuning, but we felt the stock tune was totally

on point. The Open, Medium, and Lock selection lever is

standard fare, but there’s a ton of ‘rescue’ composure,

which is a massive bonus when determination to get past

on a descent overrides your sense of self preservation. The

fact it comes in a super light package makes the SC even 

more impressive as a new XC fork benchmark. 

www.mojo.co.uk    *price TBC

Fox 32 Step-Cast 
£799*

firmer feel through the top and mid stroke, while Locked

mode is exactly that unless you trigger the high threshold

emergency blow off circuit. We tended to stick with Drive

except for long ‘Open’ descents as the stiff and very short

throw fork top lever makes adjustment awkward in the

heat of a race unless you add handlebar remote control. 

While it’s composed on less stressful trails, the

damping isn’t as assured as Fox or RockShox when things

get ugly, so there’ll be more ‘hang on and hope’ moments

on technical laps and trails. That makes it best suited for

hardtail use where structural stiffness but less gung-ho

descending attitude syncs better with the rest of the bike.

www.madison.co.uk

WINNER

Super light, but still superlatively controlled

and impressively adjustable for its category  
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T
he TRS Race is the super expensive, silly sticky,

triple compound option from e*thirteen’s debut

pairing, while the TRS Plus uses the same carcass

and tread, but in a more durable dual compound

mix. They blow up blissfully easily, but at 60mm

wide (at 20psi) they’re massive for a ‘2.35in’ tyre, so watch

clearances. The carcass uses specific strengthening ribs and 

reinforcement areas rather than blanket reinforcement 

layers, which means it’s remarkably supple.

The wide spaced, siped knobs include ‘accordion sipes’ 

to give controlled collapse of the big side knobs for

incredible edging grip and composed drifting. It’s equally

outrageous in its richly nuanced braking grip and ability to 

suck up impacts and normally speed-killing staccato

chatter. Add a complete lack of wooden numbness and

when we reverted to the Bontragers it felt like we’d taken

several clicks off the rebound and added 15psi to the forks. 

T
rek’s pro racers have been ripping the EWS

enduro race scene apart in the past couple of

seasons, but has Bontrager’s reinforced 29er 

rubber been a big part of the equation?

As usual for Bontrager tubeless-ready tyres,

they’re a fight to lever on and you need to dump a ton of

pressure into them to make sure they seal and seat evenly

before dropping them back to riding pressure. At 1020g

they’re almost 100g heavier than the e13s, but the harder

compound and firmer ride feel make them faster rolling

despite almost identical tread design. That potentially

makes them a good choice on rockier, big block, big drop

terrain where survival rather than subtlety is priority. And

you can obviously lose some chatter with a bit less low

speed compression and maybe a touch less rebound.

On matched suspension settings and inflation

pressures, the Core Strength carcass is noticeably more

wooden and unyielding than the e13s (and Schwalbe, 

Maxxis, Mavic, Hutchinson). The dual compound

construction can’t match the traction stretching

deformation and ‘glued down’ adhesion feel of the best

tyres in the category either and they’re not as grippy in the

wet/damp. The harder compound inevitably makes them

longer lasting though, so if you want a durable hammer 

tyre, they’re still worth a look. 

www.trekbikes.com

Bontrager SE5 Team  
Issue TLR £45

Beautifully nuanced traction and control 

creates the ultimate aggro tyre 

Tough and faster rolling than its competitors,

but lack grip when things get wet and wild

‘Fast rolling’ claims are only true compared to a pure

mud tyre, but at 935g for the 29in (900g for 27.5) they’re

light enough to keep your bike physically chuckable and 

agile feeling on the trail.

They’ve not ripped, rolled or burped yet despite

maximum provocation, and while they’re crazy expensive, 

we’d actually pay that for ultimate control. Be quick 

though – they’re only making 1200 globally.  

www.silverfish-uk.com

WINNER

We test the newest, insanity
calming rubber for your big 
wheeled aggro bike

e*thirteen
TRS Race £68
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ALPINE 
BIKES 
We take four big-mountain bikes
 to their limits in the Italian Riviera
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W
hen it comes to hurtling down hills 

at Mach 1, nothing beats a

downhill bike. But for most of us, 

having such a bike is pretty

unrealistic, as you depend entirely

on uplifts and pushing up hills to

get your thrills. We wanted to find

four bikes that are definitely descent-biased, but can still, 

just about, hold their own on the climbs too.

If your summer plans involve chairlifts and shuttles,

with a hint of climbing to the top, before plummeting to

the valley below, read on to see which of our big-mountain 

beasts comes out on top.

How did we choose them?

We’re looking for bikes which have 150-160mm of travel,

front and rear, with stiff forks, sorted suspension, wide

rimmed 650b wheels and geometry that won’t make us 

shake with fear when the trail points down.

Kit has to be dependable, and while light weight isn’t

our focus here, who wants to pedal an absolute sled up a 

hill? As such, the latest and greatest wide-ranging

groupsets and dropper posts are an absolute must, while

we’re paying close attention to all aspects of geometry to 

help make lives easier. 

What should these bikes do?

When things get wild, suspension damping, grippy tyres

and powerful brakes are often all that keeps you high and

dry when your skill levels are tested to the max. We’re

looking for bikes on which we can hit steep technical

terrain with absolute confidence, without being ejected

from the side, flung off the front or buckarooed off the

back. If we can minimise time spent faffing trail-side fixing 

punctures, all the better too. At this price point, we’re

looking for some of the most sorted suspension dampers

out there, but we also want to make sure the bike is easy 

to tune to your riding style. 

How we tested

We took all four bikes to the Italian Rivieran town of San

Remo and spent five days shuttling up and riding down 

the mountains with San Remo Bike Resort (www.

sanremobikeresort.it). We swapped bikes between

ourselves each and every run, to make sure we covered off 

all aspects of each thoroughly. Arguments were had,

minds changed, and thankfully only a few punctures were

fixed. In order to get the best out of each bike, suspension

settings were fettled, and volume adjusting spacers and

bands were banded about with abandon. Tyre pressures 

were adjusted and geometry double checked. 

AIR SUSPENSION

Air dampers front and back not
only keep weight in check, but also
maximise ease of tuneability. Adding
or removing volume spacers make
fine-tuning of your suspension a five
minute job, while other adjustments 
can easily be made on the trail.

BURLY TYRES

Wide, soft compound tyres run
without inner tubes give maximum
grip, especially on wider rims. Stiffer
sidewalls reduce tyre roll and boost
puncture protection, despite a
weight penalty.

key features

LONG SUSPENSION

Big, rough terrain deserves longer travel
at the front and back. Rocks, roots and
drops mean bikes take a pummelling, so
adding extra travel gives a touch more
insulation from impacts, making them 
safer and faster to ride.

SLACK GEOMETRY

Longer top tubes and slacker
head angles mean bikes are
more stable at speed and in
tricky terrain. They might feel
sluggish at low speed, but these
bikes are all about going flat out.

1 X 11 DRIVETRAINS

Wide ranging cassettes give a
decent gear range, from spinning
up a hill low, to sprint down high.
Dropping a double ring up front
maximises ground clearance and 
minimises mechanical risk.



p k ride, exploring new trails or setting out across the Alps on an riding 

adventure? Whatever the purpose, this 27.5” trail bike with 120 mm effective travel is the 

epitome of a smooth ride with more than enough playfulness to keep you on your toes. With 

supreme traction in the rear, the SPINE crests summits like a pro, while offering a generous 

portion of fun on technical descents. The lightweight full carbon version of the frame, 

weighing just 1,950 g, is aggressive and speed-orientated, rendering it ideal for long 

rides across a mass of terrains. With four different specs coming in either aluminium and 

carbon – as well as two female-specifi c models – this is a bike created to suit any rider.

www.focus-bikes.com  //  facebook/focus.bikes
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The Process looks the part, and Kona’s history is rooted in 

gravity applications – how does this slugger stack up?

Sporting top kit from the likes of BOS and Shimano, can this

Spanish stallion hold its own when the trail points down?

Carbon frame and top-end suspension are combined by the

first of our Canadian duo. Who says carbon is fragile, huh?

KONA PROCESS 153 DL £4199

ORBEA RALLON X-TEAM £4159

NORCO RANGE CARBON C7.2 £4299

Does 160mm of Yorkshire grit transfer well to the dust and 

rocks of our alpine test? Its name suggests it should...

ORANGE ALPINE 160 RS £4100

THE BIKES

our ratings explained

Exceptional: A genuine class leader

Very good: One of the best you can buy

Good: It’ll do the job and do it well

Below average: Flawed in some way

Poor: Simply put, don’t bother

Your testers
TomMarvin, Technical Editor

Tom’s ridden alpine terrain every year for the last decade

and a half and can’t get enough of big, long descents.

Jon Woodhouse, Technical Editor, BikeRadar

Years of shrewd bike testing means Jon is on-point with

his bike testing knowledge. Alpine guiding experience

means he knows a thing or two about descending too. 

The jargon explained
Tubeless wheels/tyres

Running wheels tubeless means no inner-tubes, and a 

latex sealant to fix punctures. More grip and less 

punctures are the main benefits

Reach

The distance between the centre of the head tube and a

point vertically above the bottom bracket – gives a good

measure of a bikes length, when stood on the pedals.

Damping

Controlling the rate at which suspension moves for better

control over rough ground.
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H
ailing form the Basque Country, the Orbea

Rallon is an alloy framed enduro race bike

with, on paper at least, a promising spec

list and geometry chart. Geometry adjust

features let you tweak the shape of the

bike, depending on the terrain you’re riding,

while the suspension is a four-bar system.

The low-down
The Rallon comes with eccentric shock mounting

hardware that allows you to drop the BB by 7mm and

slacken the head angle by 0.5 degrees. In use we kept the

bike in this lowest setting, as this is more descent biased,

while still giving a sensible 74.5 degree seat angle, aiding 

pedalling friendliness.

While a couple of the bikes in the test benefit from a

carbon frame, Orbea have flashed the cash on the spec,

which includes a carbon RaceFace Next SL crank (with a

spin-happy 28t ring), Shimano XTR mech and XT shifters,

cassette and brakes. DT Swiss E-1700 wheels, mated to

fast rolling Maxxis Ardent rear, High Roller front tyres make 

for a responsive package.

Orbea have gone to BOS for their suspension, with the 

Deville FCV 160mm forks and Kirk V2 shock, with a

specific Rallon tune. Up front the Deville fork was a

popular choice - there’s lots of adjustment available, and 

Orbea Rallon X-Team
£4159 High-spec Spanish 160mm enduro race bike

the supple, responsive damping means the front wheel

stays glues to the ground, unless you pop the front up.

The rear end left us a little wanting though, as we don’t

feel the tune is right on the Rallon. The set up seems a

touch harsh off the top, leaving the bike skittery on

smaller bumps. When something bigger is hit, the Rallon

is very quick to blow through its travel, leaving it feeling a

bit trap-door like. As such, barrelling through rough terrain

feels less controlled than other bikes as the Rallon slaps 

around in an unrefined manner.

An initial glance of the geometry chart suggests the

Rallon should feel pretty sorted on the trails we were

riding. The 66.5 degree head angle isn’t too steep, the

640mm top tube (size Large) isn’t long, but the 472mm

reach compares well with other bikes on test. However,

with legs slung over the bike, the 495mm seat tube makes

its presence felt – sizing here is more like a (non-existent)

XL, whereas the rest of the frame feels like a small-ish 

Large. As such, the Rallon feels tall and top heavy.

Summary
While much of the spec is decent, the feel of the bike isn’t

quite there. A lower-slung bike would ride better, and while

the Kirk is a highly adjustable shock, we never managed to

get the back-end feeling as good as the other bikes – head 

to head, the Rallon can’t quite compete.



The Rallon pedals well and looks good on paper, 

but it left us wanting more on descents
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W
ith the only carbon frame in this

test and impressively high value kit,

on paper the Range should romp to 

victory, but a sticky Cane Creek

shock and odd tyre choice mire the

potential of what could be a really 

great bike.

With Norco based in British Columbia, it’s no surprise

the Range is designed to hit big, rough descents and to

propel itself up climbs. The (mostly) carbon frame is

chunky, with a simple shape and slightly squared-off

tubing. The rocker link and chainstays are alloy, the latter

because Norco increases their length as you move up in 

frame size to keep rider weight distribution even.

The Range offers 160mm of nicely progressive travel

from its four-bar rear end, but the Cane Creek Double

Barrel Air shock was a bit of a letdown. While it offers both

high and low speed adjustable compression and rebound 

damping, it’s stickier-feeling than Fox or RockShox

offerings and even playing with the settings it was hard to

impart liveliness to the rear. That’s a shame, as the basic

suspension and shape are playful and inspire confidence.

We would also prefer more reach than the 433mm of

the size Large frame for high velocity riding, though in

twisty bits it’s certainly manoeuvrable and the slack 65.6 

degree head angle helps keep steep sections calm. 

Norco Range C7.2
£4299 Carbon framed mountain tamer from the home of freeride

The 170mm travel RockShox Lyrik fork feels more solid 

and accurate than a Pike, and the longer negative air

spring gives a suppler feeling beginning stroke. Our only

niggle is that while the fork dropout is ready for the larger

diameter Torque Cap hub interface, the front hub isn’t, 

which makes it a faff to get it located correctly.

The wheelset itself is solid, with the 27mm wide Alex

Volar rims shaping the Schwalbe Magic Mary tyres well.

Norco has tried to keep the weight down with a thick

cased Super Gravity at the rear and a lighter Snakeskin up 

front. That’s great for maximising protection and

minimising weight, but the rear is in the tacky VertStar

compound while the front gets the harder TrailStar. It

means a rapid-wearing and draggy rear and a slipperier 

front – the opposite of what’s ideal handling-wise.

The Range’s 14.2kg (31.3lb) weight is also higher than

the carbon frame would suggest. Some of that’s down to

that hefty rear rubber and the chunky shock, as the Range 

offers an otherwise strong kit list for the cash.

Summary
All in all, the basic chassis and suspension design of the

Range is a solid if rather than conservative package. It’s 

got the potential to be a lively and fun bike, but is

impeded by the sluggish shock and slightly mismatched 

choice of rubber.
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A smooth riding and pleasantly lightweight

hard hitter that lacks spark thanks to a 

sluggish shock
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T
here’s little on the spec list that suggests this 

Process should cost as much as it does,

especially compared to its competition in

this test. The frame is alloy (save for a carbon

suspension link), you ‘only’ get a RockShox

Pike, the finishing kit is in-house stuff and

there’s little in the way of flash componentry.

Then, when you look at the geometry chart and you see a

relatively short reach and wheelbase (460mm / 1190mm

respectively), and nothing particularly radical elsewhere

(66.5 degree head angle, 74 degree seat tube angle). So 

why was the Process a real contender for top spot?

Overperforming
Kona have proved that you need to look beyond the details 

to find a bike that, in this application at least, is a very

competitive bike. Kona’s linkage-driven single pivot

suspension system is one they’ve been using for years on

their bikes and the result is a bike that tracks the ground

with impeccable ease. The suspension, controlled by a

RockShox Monarch Plus RC3, is supple and responsive. It’s

soft in its initial stroke, meaning the Process sucks up trail

chatter like little else, but ramps up towards the end nicely

to stave off big hits. The flip side of this is that it wallows 

on pedally sections and it is a slog uphill.

There’s no point in having effective suspension if 

Kona Process 153 DL
£4199 Don’t judge a book by it’s cover (or a bike by it’s spec list)

there’s no grip, and fortunately Kona have stuck decent

Maxxis Minion DHF/DHR tyres onto the Process. These are

mated to super wide WTB Asym i35 rims, with an internal 

width of 35mm. These give the 2.3” Minons a large

volume and allow low pressures and aggressive use of the

shoulder knobs. Beware though, that such wide rims don’t 

work well with every tyre on the market, potentially 

making them too square.

As said before, the rest of the kit is effective, if

unremarkable. SRAM XO1 gears are decent, but the cranks

are budget X1 1200’s. Shimano XT brakes suffered with

the inconsistent brake point issue we’ve had recently with

XT and XTR brakes – undermining their great reputation.

The Pike RCT3 is far from a bad fork, but compared to the 

BOS/Lyric/36 on others in the test, it is a little under-

gunned. The KS Lev Integra dropper was sticky on return

and just doesn’t feel as refined as the Reverbs elsewhere.

Summary
It sounds like we’ve slated the Process here, but in reality it

was one of the most confidence inspiring bikes on test.

The geometry is short, but the bike manouverable enough 

for fun, and the suspension supple enough to give

confidence and control in the rough. While some bikes felt

dead or skittery, the Process just felt planted regardless of 

what we threw it down.
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O
range’s Alpine 160 is pretty straightforward 

to get your head around. As the name

suggests, it’s got 160mm of travel at either

end and it’s designed to get you up and

down the biggest, wildest terrain. The recipe

takes a single-pivot suspension layout and a 

folded sheet-aluminium frame, before

welding it together in the North. Season with long, low 

and slack geometry, add sturdy kit and serve.

Terrain slayer
Good-sized bearings help stiffen the connection between

the bike’s two ends, and the design has proven hugely

durable. The scales suggest it’s built to last too, with a

weight of 14.5kg (31.9lbs) being heftier than its rivals.

Buying British does mean some lower-rent kit than on

pricepoint rivals. But SRAM’s GX 11spd drivetrain feels no

different to its lighter, pricier groupsets and the RaceFace

Turbine cranks make up for their chunky arms with a light

direct-mount 30t ring. The 25mm internal width Alex rims

are tubeless-ready and sucked up beatings in the rocks of

Sanremo without ill effect, and are wrapped in some of

our favourite rubber – a sticky 3C-compound Maxxis

Minion DHF up front and a faster High Roller II out back.

With the Alpine 160, Orange has pushed its geometry

longer and slacker than ever before. A 65 degree head 

Orange Alpine 160 RS Custom
£4100 ,��ß
������	��������Ý����������Ý�������O��ß���

angle means confidence when things get steep, while

465mm reach provides some space to work with. Despite

the heft, the bike pedals uphill remarkably well, though it’s 

better suited to rides that involve winching up and

plummeting back down rather than constant undulations.

When you’re faced with steep, evil and rocky descents

though, the spacious cockpit is a simply fantastic place to

be, with the 780mm Renthal Fatbars and 35mm stem

allowing you to wrestle the bike where you want it. The

frame isn’t the stiffest, but it’s precise enough that you can

hit your lines and the slight give helps reduces harshness 

and improves mid-corner compliance.

The back end’s tendency to get rowdy at speed means

it’s a bit of a handful, but in an entertainingly addictive

way. It rewards brake discipline, shedding speed up to the

apex as the suspension compresses then re-extends to fire

you out of the corner. The RockShox Monarch Plus shock

copes well with all of this, with decent support and a lively 

feel adding to the bike’s poppy character. 

Summary
We’d be interested to see how a more tweakable shock

like the Fox Float X2 would affect the control, but as it

stands, the Alpine is bloody quick and an absolute riot. It’s

happiest going down, but that’s so rewarding you’ll still be 

buzzing as you haul it back up the climbs.



An absolute hooligan of a bike, but a very well 

educated one
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verdict

Norco certainly looks good on paper, but lacked a certain

magic spark when it came to ride character. The Kona is a

true descending machine with impressive suspension and 

wheel/tyre combo that made it brutally fast.

But ultimately, we ride bikes for fun, and the Orange

Alpine 160 has that in spades. It might not have the

fanciest suspension, and the frame is just some folded

alloy sheet, but its playful, fast and balls-out character

meant it was the bike we went back to whenever we had a

free moment to ride. If you want to spin up and cling on 

down with a grin on your face, the Alpine 160 wins.

W
hat we had, at the end of the day,

was four very different bikes. From

the boutique specced Orbea to the

(relatively) budget looking Kona,

and from the simple single pivot

Orange to the carbon Norco, each

bike had a different approach to

alpine riding. The Orbea has its roots in enduro racing, and

as such was the most pedal friendly of the bikes on test.

The componentry package was great, but the overall feel

of the bike and suspension left us wishing for more. The 

WINNER: Orange Alpine 160

1
When trails
point down, and
shuttles or lifts

are on hand, weight
is less of an issue.
It’s certainly a
compromise worth
making if it adds
extra sturdyness.

2
Long and slack
geometry adds
high speed

confidence, but if
the bike is too tall,
this is undermined. A
low slung bike feels
great when things get 
really rowdy.

3
Big tubeless
tyres, powerful
brakes with

large heat dissipating
rotors and sturdy
suspension makes
more difference than
‘fancy’ kit when it
comes to ride quality.

4
Setting up
complicated
forks and

shocks might take
time, and repeated
runs of trails, but it’s
worth doing to really
get the most out of
your suspension.

5
Sanremo
Bike Resort,
just over the

border from France,
has absolutely wild,
rocky, full-on riding
(and great gelatos!)
Sanremobikeresort.it 
for details.

5 things we have learned from this test



Hikers on Mt. Tam used to say we’re crazy. Roadies called it a fad.

Clunkers, tension discs—we left our eyes open, put our heads down,

and kept innovating. We kept evolving, and today, the Turbo Levo

embodies a design unimaginable 40 years ago—a trail bike with 530

watts of climb-crushing power. A trail bike that gives you the power 

to ride more trails. specialized.com/turbo-levo

ON YOUR LEFT
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E L E C T R I C  B I K E S  W O R T H  T H E  W E I G H T ?
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E L E C T R I C  B I K E S  W O R T H  T H E  W E I G H T ?

We take an ebike to the Lakes
to see how it compares

to standard rides

Electric-bikes
put to the test

Images: Russell Burton

Words:Max Darkin
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If anywhere was going to

reveal the pros and cons of an

e-mountain bike it would have 

to be the Lake District

E
lectric pedal-assist bikes have been

around for a few years now, but

they still aren’t as popular in the

UK as they are in other European

countries such as Germany or

Holland, which, no doubt, is partly

due to the scepticism surrounding 

e-mountain bikes, with some saying it’s

cheating and challenging the roots of the sport.

This outlook is hardly surprising though, as it’s

human nature to be suspicious of new stuff –

just look back at MTBing’s past and you’ll see

there has been a steady flow of resistance to a 

number of new technologies – gears,

suspension, disc brakes, more gears, 29in

wheels… The list goes on. It does seem an odd

mindset for such a high-tech sport though,

especially when you consider that so many

new technologies have led to making riding so

much easier, enjoyable and, of course, faster.

But slowly the change is starting to gather

momentum. Ebikes are no longer just being

bought by part-time cyclists who need them,

they’re also being bought by people who want

them – people who are already competent

riders but want a new experience, and maybe a 

helping hand at times. So as a pretty

experienced rider myself, I was wondering what

the ebike would offer me – would the riding 

still be fun if I hadn’t had to work so hard for it? 

Would it start to erode my fitness levels?

Would it mean that my other bikes would start 

to feel less desirable?

To find out, I was handed a Lapierre Overvolt

700, a 140/150mm full suspension trail bike,

with Pike forks up front, 27.5in Mavic wheels

and Shimano XT components. The 700 is at

the middle of the Overvolt range and weighs in

at 21.8kg and costs £3700. About 6.5kg and

£1000 of that are down to the electric motor

and battery. Now I just had to choose where to 

go, and where better to try every aspect of

riding than the Lake District. This destination

would surely be the ultimate test for an ebike

– if it worked well there I was pretty sure it 

could probably work anywhere. 

“As a pretty experienced rider
myself, I was wondering what 
the ebike would offer me –
would the riding still be fun?”

A new technique and style of

riding is required – constant,

steady peddling without too

much power assist, especially on

technical climbs, keeps the power

constant. Too much power or

stop-start pedalling results in

a very unsteady ride. 

POWER TIP

E L E C T R I C  B I K E S W O R T H  T H E  W E I G H T ?



There is obviously a range of

different makes and models of both

motor and batteries, but the set-up

on our Lapierre Overvolt was: 250W

Bosch motor, providing a maximum

torque of 75Nm and a top (and

constant) speed of 25kph; 400W

lithium-ion battery, which has a

range from 50-160km, recharges

in 3.5hr and weighs 2.5kg. The

head unit contains the usual ride

information, such as speed and

distance, as well as battery life and

estimated remaining distance. It

can also be linked with a heart rate 

monitor and has a GPS function

enabling navigation, as well as

connecting (via Bluetooth) to

smartphones, if you fancy seeing

incoming text messages while you

ride (and riding into a tree – Ed).

How much the motor aids you is

down to you. There are usually four

settings with names such as Eco,

Tour, Sport and Turbo, which provide

a level of assistance as a percentage

of your input of 50, 120, 190 and

275 per cent respectively. They are,

however, restricted (by law) to only

provide assistance up to the speed 

of 25kph/16mph. You can, of course,

go faster than this, just unassisted,

and you can ride with the assist

turned off, but it does just leave you

with what is (and feels like) a heavy

trail bike. There was also a walk

assist function on the Lapierre, but

it didn’t seem to do much for us.

Luckily we were able to ride most of

the stuff we encountered.

Note: The predicted distance

left in the battery jumps around

considerably during the ride,

depending on the gradient and

power settings in use at the time.

The tech

E L E C T R I C  B I K E S W O R T H  T H E  W E I G H T ?
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What’s all the fuss about?
Let’s clear up any misconceptions. These are

pedal-assist bicycles, there’s no throttle, you

can’t just sit there, you’re still cycling. There’s

also some fear that these machines will rip up 

the trails, but you won’t find riders doing

burnouts and doughnuts, and a rear wheel spin

on an ebike has the same result as a non-assist

bike – you become unbalanced and put a foot

down. As for the ‘cheating’ accusations, what 

exactly are you meant to be cheating?

Yourself? Strava? Many people use an uplift 

service and aren’t scorned for it.

The ride
In practice the pedal assist kicks in when it

senses torque on the pedals and detects

forward motion via the speed sensor on the 

rear wheel, which typically takes about half a

pedal turn. On Eco and Tour modes, the power

delivery feels pretty smooth, but knock it up

into Sport or Turbo and there’s a real surge of

acceleration. The Turbo setting is usually the

default setting for anyone first testing an ebike

and it’s a laugh, but in use the Eco setting (at

50%) is ideal for most occasions, giving you a 

speed boost but also still a work out.

When starting from a standstill the boost

quickly and easily got me up to speed and

pulling away from a standard bike. It was also

then easy to maintain a good, steady speed

along the flat, and I found myself riding whole

sections faster than usual, as there was less

need to ease off and recover, making the same

trail more fun than usual. Flat sections on the

road were also dispatched quickly and easily,

although when reaching that top speed of

25kph it was hard work to get the bike to go

any quicker, as the extra weight really told. So if

you’re already a fit and fast rider, the top speed

limitation can be a bit annoying and hinder

you, but if you don’t feel the need to race along, 

a nice easy effort to hold a steady 25kph

will probably be more than enough.   

Gear shift detection technology means

that the drive adapts the torque, reducing

the strain on the components. However, I

found I needed to think and plan further

ahead, usually because I was riding

faster and in a higher gear than

normal, so I could change gear 

ahead, when not

under load. 

“I found myself riding whole
sections faster than usual, as
there was less need to recover” 

E L E C T R I C  B I K E S W O R T H  T H E  W E I G H T ?

POWER TIP



PURE
CYCLING

SHAPE
YOUR
RIDE
IT’S NO LONGER JUST A DREAM. AN ENDURO MACHINE THAT

CLIMBS LIKE AN XC RACER AND RIPS DESCENTS LIKE A DH RIG.

GIVE YOUR RIDING A WHOLE NEW DIMENSION. THE REVOLUTIONARY 

STRIVE CF WITH SHAPESHIFTER. 

SHAPEYOURRIDE.COM
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“It was very enjoyable to conquer 

climbs that had previously  

defeated me”

The biggest, best and least surprising benefit 

of the ebike is its ability to make your life easier 

when the gradient starts heading skywards, and 

technically you could even maintain that 

25kph uphill. Smooth, non-technical climbs 

were a breeze, and increasing the power-assist 

when feeling a bit tired meant I could even 

relax a little and catch my breath – something I 

quickly started to miss when back on the 

regular bike. However, you don’t have to take it 

easy and it was very enjoyable to charge up the 

hill as fast as possible, or conquer climbs that 

had previously taunted and defeated me. This 

cheating felt good! Even the likes of the 

Skiddaw became possible to clean and meant 

I was actually riding more than I would on a 

Don’t just stick with your usual routes, 

you need to think big. Pedal assist 

bikes enable you to go further, faster 

and session your favourite descents (or 

climbs). They’ll enable you to pack as 

many fun runs into a short  

time as you can.

standard bike.

Technical climbs required a different style 

and technique of riding to be learnt though, 

as the motor cuts out when you stop 

pedalling and doesn’t restart for around half 

a pedal turn. This was enough to either 

unbalance me as I slowed down or surged 

forwards, or cause the back wheel to spin out, 

as the power comes back with a vengeance. 

This was more evident on the higher setting 

and I actually found the lower settings better 

for the tough, technical climbs, coupled with 

smooth and continuous pedalling. Once I’d 

got my head around this I was able to charge 

up technical rocky trails, which I was failing 

to clean on the non-ebike. Now I like the 

challenge of a climb, especially technical 

ones, and I feared the ebike could rob me of 

this, but it was fun to clean old adversaries 

and I was soon seeking out new fun 

challenges. This was a slight issue in itself 

though, because, as like with long-travel 

suspension bikes, many trails don’t hold the 

same challenge anymore, so become less 

POWER TIP



fun, and you have to seek out new challenges. 

Still, it opens up the options, it doesn’t have to 

be used and it was a real blessing on the long, 

draggy climbs, especially come the end of the 

day. Another win for the ebike.

What goes up must come down
So the ebike was clearly ahead on points so far, 

but would the hefty weight spoil the ride back 

down? Well, it certainly required more upper 

body movement and strength to move the bike 

around, and was difficult to manual, leaving the 

standard bike definitely feeling more fun and 

agile on the descent. Also, although the ebike 

could be launched into the air, it was a big 

weight to land and you probably wouldn’t want 

to turn it sideways while airborn, so not ideal 

for people who like to jump. Once again the 

ebike also required me to change my riding 

style to get the best from it. With all that extra 

weight being low, around the bottom bracket, it 

actually felt very planted and stable, so held its 

line very well. This meant I could point and 

shoot the bike downhill, using its 

Battery capacity is always a niggling worry,

and may even dictate your routes, but th

charger isn’t that big or heavy (800g and

190x86x54mm). So it’s not inconceivable

to pop it in your backpack and give

it a blast en-route, especially as just

1.5hr (a long lunch) will refill

the battery by 50% of

its capacity.

E L E C T R I C  B I K E S  W O R T H  T H E  W E I G H T ?
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momentum and weight to bash my way down,

worrying less about the front wheel and looking

further ahead down the trail. Still good fun in a 

crashy bashy way, but different and not as

much fun for riders who like to pick, flick and 

jump their way down the hillside. I had

expected the fast flat out descents to be a pain, 

what with the motor taking a break once I

reached the 25kph mark, but the weight wasn’t

really an issue and maybe even helped keep

the momentum. So, although the ebike wasn’t

as restrictive or cumbersome as I had expected, 

a standard bike still won out here.

All of the ebike’s extra power is only of use if 

the tyre can keep traction with the terrain

though, and this required the same smooth,

continuous pedalling technique used on the

climbs. Once again, a bit of boost and a low

gear would see me cruising through muddy,

boggy sections that I struggled and failed to

clear on the standard bike. Another thumbs up 

for the ebike.   

n + 1e
It strikes me that ebikes enable older and less 

fit riders to ride with fitter friends, while

ordinary riders can now ride further than before.

You don’t have to go to a specific uplift venue

anymore either, as you have it all right between 

your legs! An ebike also means you keep a

much more constant speed throughout your 

ride, and thus spend a greater proportion of 

your time descending than climbing

(compared to the same ride on a standard

bike). But while climbing is more fun on an 

ebike, descending just isn’t as good.

Ebikes should be used to push yourself

further – to attempt climbs you wouldn’t

normally do and try epic routes you’ve been

too wary to attempt in the past. They should

also be seen as another category of bike – not 

threatening to take over from the faithful

push bike, but providing an alternative. Like a

lightweight XC racing bike has its place, so

too does an enduro or fat bike, so the formula

still stands for the number of bikes you need, 

perhaps it’s now just n+1e. 

ADVANTAGES
Ì You’ll feel like a fitter and

stronger version of yourself

Ì You’ll spend a greater

proportion of your riding

time descending, as climbs

are dispatched quicker

Ì Climbs will become more

fun, even enjoyable

Ì You’ll have your own

uplift with you, whenever

and wherever you go

Ì It’ll open up new routes

and adventures

Ì Road sections aren’t 

nearly as tedious

DISADVANTAGES
Ì The additional cost of an

ebike over a similar bicycle

is typically around £1000

Ì You won’t become a

demi-god overnight – you’ll

need to learn how to ride an 

ebike to ride it well

Ì The additional

weight makes the bike

cumbersome when you’re

off it (or the assist is off)

Ì Routes requiring any

significant amount of bike

lifting are best avoided

Ì The temptation of using

excessive power assist is

difficult to fight (and can

make you lazy as a result)

“The weight wasn’t really
an issue and maybe even

helped keep the momentum”

E L E C T R I C  B I K E S W O R T H  T H E  W E I G H T ?
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O
utfits aren’t just for the sartorially 

challenged – once you find a brand that 

works for you it can be a quick way to 

access a fit and technical details you like. 

Manufacturers also tend to design clothing 

that not only looks good together but, using 

complementary fabric technologies and 

features, also performs well together. For example, in this 

test we’ve found three bib short/outer shell/short combos 

of different types. They all work independently but 

combined, as they’re meant to be, all score highly.

Traditionally us Brits have been careful 

not to try too hard but we’re seeing more and

more matchy-matchy on the trails and it 

looks good. But if it still makes you wince, 

worry not, there are some stealth outfits that, 

while looking killer, will give the impression 

you just don’t care. But joking aside, even 

though we have an eye on their style, on test we’re firmly 

focused on the ride performance of the outfits, and what’s 

impressed us most throughout this particular test is how 

the consistency of all the products has improved across all 

the brands. Whether you’re looking to blow the budget or 

watch it carefully, you’ll find plenty of kit options here that 

work from head to toe.

Your tester

Russell Burton, photographer

Russ has been a MTBer for longer than he’ll ever admit. As 

a location snapper for your favourite mag, he 

spends days in the saddle in search of the 

best shots, so his kit has to work hard and he 

finds out fast when it doesn’t. Even though 

he pretends not to, and won’t compromise 

on performance, he cares about style and, 

after all this time, is still excited by new stuff.

SUMMER
OUTFITS

£128-£380 Complete sets of matched clothing designed to keep 
you feeling and looking cool during the warmer months

+++++

Turn to p8

our ratings explained



ABRASION

RESISTANT PANELS

Summer weight kit means
lighter weight fabrics,
especially in jerseys, so
investing in styles with
abrasion-resistant panels
or strategically placed
reinforcement will add
durability and protection
where it matters.

SHORT WRIST

Hits the point your hand
flexes and no further. Not
just cooler to wear in a
summer glove but the
reduced bulk also gives
better mobility.

DROPPED TAIL

Summer riding might be all
about relaxed T-shirt styling
but that’s no excuse to
forget the basics – as much
as you check your shorts don’t
ride down, make sure your
top keeps you covered too.
The chills aren’t the same in
summer as winter but the
irritation is.

VENTS

Long zipped openings,
usually in the front thigh
and often featured in
heavier weight, more
protective shorts to
create air flow and help
keep you cool.

HIGH BACK

When you’re in the forward
position on a bike, it pulls
the back of your shorts
down, so look for a
waistband that curves up
at the back to keep you both
covered and comfortable.

what to look for
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The Trail Flow Expand short comes with a 

liner, hence the price, but although the liner 

body is just as comfortable as ever, Scott 

now seems to be using a much smaller 

pad, which barely reached our sit bones, so 

ensure to try before you buy. The outer 

shell is light and fits neatly over the hips 

with plenty of room in the legs, which off 

the bike, look as though they’ll be on the 

too-baggy side but don’t ride that way. 

We like the details, especially the pocket 

with an extra internal mesh and a smaller 

one for the stuff you really don’t want to 

lose. The jersey of the same name has a 

similarly lightweight construction and the 

additional zip allows for extra cooling, 

making this is a good pick for long, hot 

days on the trail. 

The gloves have a generous sweat wipe 

for such a minimal style but it was much 

appreciated, as was the robust palm. The 

fit wasn’t as close as we’d have liked but it 

has a good, breathable feel and isn’t a 

crazy price to invest in for the few summer 

days we’re likely to get. The sock is no after 

thought – with a complex variable knit and 

no-twist fit it’s quietly lovely to wear – 

ideal if you don’t do ‘statement’ socks.

www.scott-sports.com

Scott

SUMMER GEAR

£128-£380

Trail sock £10

Riddance glove
£25

Trail Flow Expand
short £115

Trail Flow jersey  
£55

Quality kit that pays 
attention to the details
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A first contender in the bib/shell/short 

combo stakes and, as with the Endura and 

Gore offerings, high in terms of all-day 

comfort. We especially like the Howies bib 

short – it’s knitted on a circular machine so 

that it has as few seams as possible. It 

makes it look like it’s going to be 

impossibly tight but, believe us, it will 

comfortably stretch. The entire short snugs 

into place and simply stays put allowing 

you to layer on top (or not) as wanted. 

Go with the Howies MTB short and 

jersey and you’ll be so understated you 

could slide into a black tie do and pass 

unnoticed. That’s not to say it doesn’t 

perform – what looks like a basic jersey is 

actually made from a mix of merino and 

synthetic. That’s wool for next-to-your-skin 

comfort (plus anti-pong) and synthetic for 

fast-drying on the outside. It works well and 

prevents that sodden feel you can get with 

all-wool jerseys when things get especially 

sweaty. The short also features a high 

quality fabric, this time with DWR and, 

combined with front vents and a high back 

waist, it again unshowily ticks the boxes. 

The interestingly named Hewaddywaddy 

jacket has Primaloft in the front, which 

successfully keeps off chills for something 

so light but the cut is more run than bike.

www.howies.co.uk

Howies

MTB jersey £49

MTB short £59

Bib short £59

Hewaddywaddy  
jacket £79

Understated looks  
and performance

Low-key MTB style underpinned 

�4�,0$X/'4�X!|�$X)/�+X-!*-(�)�X
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We have to start with the accessories here, 

the glove because it’s superb and the sock 

because it’s a little bit strange… The glove 

is one of the best combos of lightweight 

and protection we’ve seen. The palm, 

which has excellent grip, is perforated and 

the back of the hand is a high quality 

stretch mesh. This is overlaid on the 

outside edge with a protective moulded 

section. It’s extremely comfortable in hot 

weather, with excellent grip characteristics 

but more of a protected feel than your 

average summer glove. The sock is pretty 

much an ordinary sock until you spot the 

built-in shin and ankle protectors. It might 

be a technology too far for some, but we 

can confirm they absolutely work, not least 

against stray pedal strikes. 

The Helio tee has an easy cut and we 

like the addition of a half zip that brings an 

extra something to technical-tee styling. 

We also like that it’s properly dropped at 

the back hem. It’s not the cheapest top but 

the fabric, which we found to wick well, has 

a quality feel. 

The Vertex has something of a 

boardshort style about it. Well specified, it 

fits well with good breathability and rides 

light with good mobility. As a bonus there’s 

also a protective neoprene phone pocket. 

Taller riders might wish for extra leg length.

www.ion-products.com

ION

SUMMER GEAR

£128-£380

Helio top £58

Vertex short £75

Gat glove £35

BD sock £30

Surf brand brings a bit  
of the beach to MTB

A nod to surf style but if 

that’s not your thing seek out 

the gloves
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Overall this is a great looking outfit but 

asked to call it we might pass on the 

shorts. It’s not the fabrication, which true 

to Pearl Izumi form is a good quality 

lightweight stretch that feels perfect for 

warmer days. Rather it’s the cut, which is 

very square, making the fit wide over the 

hips and straight down through the leg. 

Although the leg length isn’t especially 

lacking, the cut makes them ride up as you 

pedal, with the result that they feel too 

short for comfort. 

The Big Air jersey is another matter. Its 

looks are understated but offers fantastic 

performance. The mesh material has a soft 

touch that’s very comfy to wear and it dries 

very fast. The fit is relaxed but neat around 

the shoulders so it never gets sloppy – this 

is an excellent pairing of simple lines and a 

performance fabric that really works. 

Pearl Izumi is also known for its gloves, 

and this minimal summer-weight offering 

doesn’t disappoint. Featuring a mesh back 

and perforated synthetic palm with silicon 

grip prints it’s the one to wear on the 

warmest days and we liked the consistently 

good feel. The sock is a good quality 

variable knit and (how shallow are we?) 

comes in a decent range of colours.

www.madison.co.uk

Pearl  
Izumi

Big Air MTB  
jersey £40

Divide MTB 
short £80

Divide glove £35

Elite Tall sock £12

Good looks and warm-

weather comfort

Great performance fabrics but 

you need to love a short short 

to go the whole way
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SUMMER GEAR

£128-£380

Let’s not leave the best to last here

because we need to talk about the socks,

which are every sort of awesome. And it’s

not just the design. Unusually they’re made

from a loop knit, which makes them soft to

wear and less likely to chafe. You’ll find the

same thing in ski socks, which makes them

warm but also more chunkily protective.

They stayed up well too – a benefit when

wearing with the shorts, which are, well…

short. They have all our favourite features

in the form of secure ratchet fastening,

front vents and a secure back waist fit but

a combination of a long rise and short leg

length made us feel like we were flashing 

the flesh as we rode.

The jersey in comparison follows

through on its nicely specified detail with a

fit that’s easy but doesn’t venture too far

towards baggy. It feels good against the

skin and lighter under arm mesh helps

keep you cool. There’s also a key pocket in

the back. It’s a good example of a technical

tee done well and at a not-shocking price.

The gloves are light and, with a mesh back,

very breathable but we didn’t like the feel 

of the palm, which doesn’t seem very

durable. There are also meant to be

conductive points for phone/touchscreen

use but we couldn’t get them to work.

www.oneal.eu

O’Neal

Pin It III short £62

AMX glove £27

Pro MX sock £14

Pin It III jersey  
£39

Motocross inspired kit
with extra-comfy socks

Good value performance but

it really is all about the socks
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There aren’t many short/jersey

combinations that you can buy for under

£100, and the impressive test revelation 

about the Flux pairing is it’s budget-

friendly and it doesn’t feel like a

compromise in comfort. The short is

generously long and made from a light,

high-stretch fabric – it works well with the

high back waist to give a secure fit but lots

of mobility too. We could have done with

less Velcro but that’s being picky as the

short also has four zipped pockets and a 

back waist gripper.

The Flux top is essentially a wicking tee 

but it’s a light fabric that wears and

washes well. It has one small pocket that

will take a key or snack funds and we’re 

impressed with the quality.

The socks and gloves aren’t quite as

successful because although the glove has

good detailing and a great-feeling palm,

there’s something about the cut that

makes it bag when you curve your hand,

but if you like the spec then they’ll be

worth a try in case the problem is our 

monkey paws.

The socks are a thin knit and they stay

in place well but the top of the cuff is very

tight – if you’re beefy of calf you might

find (as we did) your circulation feels like it 

might disappear.

www.madison.cc

Madison

Flux jersey £33

Flux short £60

Flux glove £25

Assynt sock £10

Great jersey and short
combo at a good price

Impressive performance and

,0�'$/4�$)����0 "X/�+-$�X�*0/|/
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POC’s protection heritage is evident

throughout this outfit, from the removable

VPD system pad placement in the shorts to

the abrasion-resistant jacquard weave of

the sleeves in the jacket and jersey as well

as the side of the shorts. Most innovative of 

all is the use of Recco technology in the

jacket, which makes you searchable in a

rescue situation. But does all that get in the 

way of wearability? Happily no. The

long-length shorts are cut to move and ride

lighter than they look, even with the pads

in place. The construction quality is superb,

with the wicking mesh lining combining

with a smoother quality over the knee for 

easy gliding over pads. This style was

supremely comfortable for something so

burly and combined with the jersey has an

understated cool that’s all the better for its 

reassurance of abrasion protection.

The Resistance jacket is also packed

with technical detail, including a dropped

back hem, underarm ventilation and a

lightly wired hood for best visibility.

The sock follows through on the

simplicity of styling but underpins it with a 

practical variable knit. 

www.2pure.co.uk

POC
Good looking kit with a
little added protection

SUMMER GEAR

£128-£380

Resistance Mid  
jacket £130

Resistance Strong  
sock £15

Resistance Strong  
short £115

Resistance Strong  
jersey £78

High on style, high on protection.  

Worthy of the investment
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Let’s start with the glove here because

it’s fast become a favourite that is first

from the pile every day. Made from Gore

WindStopper it keeps off the chill of early

starts but doesn’t seem to get too warm as

the day heats up. And much as we like the 

feel afforded by minimal palms, the

padding plus gel inserts on this style are so

well made that a sense of close contact is

maintained along with some welcome

shock absorption. Engineer in articulated

knuckles and you understand why it’s 

pricey, but worth paying for.

The short is the second style on test to

pick up on the bib/baggy performance

combo, but here Gore has attached the

outer shell to the bib so they’re one piece.

The bib is fully specified in terms of pad

quality and the shell is fully shaped but it’s 

(expensively) sensational to wear.

The vest has also sneaked its way into

our pack as a regular. Sleekly minimal with

just one pocket it fits so well we want to

wear it all the time. The Power Trail top is,

in contrast, more of a simple long sleeve

tee, but it fits so well you can try to justify 

the £60 price tag to yourself...

www.gorebikewear.com

Gore
Bikewear
Well developed clothing
that doesn’t come cheap

Power Trail WS
light glove £50

Oxygen WS AS
light vest £100

Power Trail 2in1  
short £170

Power Trail
jersey £60

�$"#'4 .+X�$|X &$/ 2$/# .+X�$�'�

mentions going to the short 

and glove
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Sombrio is back and working its Canadian

freeride vibe with a consistency of style

and performance across all the kit we

tested. The Pinner short is a classic baggy

(think roomy), but with a secure fit and

generous leg length it rides well. It’s not

the cheapest but love of an easy cut short

and its riding comfort might tempt you to

pair it with the Disciple jersey, which we

liked a lot. It’s a heavier weight than some,

but will work fine for most of the days a

typical British summer gives us. The sleeve

length fell at just the right point on the

arm (though admittedly this tester is tall)

too, making it feel like a rolled up sleeve – 

and somehow that adds several more 

degrees of cool.

The glove and sock are equally well

specified – but can we take this opportunity

to put out a plea for smaller labels? Having

removed the one on the glove it turned out 

to be a great minimal design with our

favourite cut-away wrist line and excellent 

bike feel. The understated sock was a

standout for its cotton-like handle and with

a variable knit plus ventilated top has a

nicer feel on warm days. It’s also offers

fantastic value for money being, along with 

the Scott and Madison offerings, the 

cheapest sock here.

www.cyclingsportsgroup.co.uk

Pinner short £100

Prodigy glove £30

Smash sock £10

SUMMER GEAR

£128-£380

Sombrio

Disciple jersey 
£40

Classic Canadian freeride style.  

You’ll feel cool by association

Kit that you can’t fail to 
look good in 
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Like to move from the trails to the pub in

one seamless move but don’t want to look

too grrrrr? Hand on heart we thought the

Truant short was more sidewalk than

boardwalk right out of the box, but the fit,

which manages to look neat off the bike,

translates into rock-solid ride-position

compatibility once you’re in the saddle.

Add in the multiple pockets and longer leg

length and it’s a keeper. Pair it with the

matching jersey, which looks like a casual

tee but rides with intent, and you’ll find

yourself getting maximum performance

and maximum style with minimal effort.

However, the all-black look isn’t going to

appeal if you prefer a bit of colour in your

kit. It’s probably also not an outfit for when 

the light starts to fade on those long 

summer evenings.

Giro’s gloves usually perform well in our 

tests and the DND is no exception. The

shape does it all, giving an excellent fit

and, with a neat wrist length and finger

grips, it’s clearly not an afterthought to the 

main event that is the aforementioned 

shorts/jersey combination.

The sock too has good detail, with a

variable knit for better cooling and comfort,

plus we like the three-quarter length. If you 

want to work this look further there’s a

co-ordinating helmet and shoes. Fancy!

www.zyro.co.uk

Truant jersey £60

Truant short £75

DND glove £27

Merino sock £15

SUMMER GEAR

£128-£380

Giro

Well made, well priced kit that 

looks good off the bike too

Black is the new black in 

���������Ý���������



AHEAD

AHEAD

• 27,5’’ FS geometry 130mm travel

• 4-bar Horst link suspension design with progressive rate

• Carbon front triangle, rear alloy stays

• PF30 73mm bottom bracket w/ISCG05

• Tapered HT 1.1/8>1.5, 142 Shimano E-Thru QR, PM 160mm
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SUMMER GEAR

£128-£380

7Mesh kit can’t by any stretch of bank

manager credulity be described as budget,

but every detail is so well-observed, every 

line so well cut and every part of the

construction so well made, if you’re able to 

afford the investment you’ll know it’s

money well spent every time you ride. So

let’s start with the frankly weird liner, on

which the seams are on the outside. After

initially thinking we’d got a pair with the

pad sewn in wrong, we realised it actually 

makes perfect anti-chafe sense.

The Recon short that goes over the liner

is made from Gore WindStopper, which is

both wind and highly water resistant, so

with taped seams it’s hard to get wet – but

for all that, such is the performance quality 

of the fabric, we didn’t ever feel like we

were overheating. The cut is impeccably

designed to work with the riding position

and combined with the Eldorado, which

looks like a basic tee but is shaped ‘just so’, 

it’s like your kit is custom tailored.

The Northwood jacket is a lightweight

wind/water resistant shell. With one pocket

and a fleece-lined neck it has the details

that matter and none that don’t. Need we 

mention it fits perfectly? 

www.7meshinc.com

7Mesh

Recon short £130

AKI undershort 
£80

Northwood jacket 
£100

Eldorado jersey  
£40

Stellar kit that’s
worth every penny

Dream kit that’s unmatched for  
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INCLUDING FREE

UK DELIVERY

 THE  

OFFICIAL GUIDE

ONLY £9.99 

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!  
WWW.BUYSUBSCRIPTIONS.COM/TOUR16 
OR CALL 0844 844 0388

†
 AND QUOTE ‘TOUR 16’

Please note the Official Tour De France Souvenir Pack 2016 is only available in the UK. †Calls will cost 7p per minute 

plus your telephone company’s access charge. Lines open weekdays 8am to 8pm and Saturday 9am to 1pm. All 

prices include P&P. All orders are subject to availability. Please allow up to 21 days for delivery.

INSIDE YOUR OFFICIAL PACK...

THE ONLY OFFICIAL 228-PAGE 2016 GUIDE
ANTHOLOGY EXTRACTS  GIANT STAGES WALL CHART
OFFICIAL 2016 ROUTE MAP  3 DELUXE ART PRINTS
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If we had to wear this shorts/jersey combo 

for the rest of the summer we really

wouldn’t complain. Endura has taken the

bib short/baggies combo and turned it into 

an integrated thing of comfort and

practicality. The secret to its success is a 

series of poppers that attaches the

Singletrack Lite shell short to the bib liner.

These are multi-position so you can tweak

the attachment to fit. The attachment plus

the excellent cut of the shell short itself

not only means that everything stays bang 

in place when you ride, but also you’re

barely aware that you’re wearing them. Add

in features such as the vents, zipped hip

pockets and proper-length legs that drop

just over the knee and it’s damn near

perfect. And for the bib-averse brigade, it’s

worth mentioning the handy pee-stop flap!

The Singletrack jersey manages to

combine a relaxed cut with a shoulder fit

that stops it being simply baggy. The fabric 

wicks well and dries fast too.

The glove ticks all the right boxes for

simple performance – a lightweight stretch 

back, silicon palm grips and a generous

sweat wipe, but the fit isn’t quite there. 

www.endura.co.uk

Endura
WINNER

SUMMER GEAR

£128-£380

Singletrack bib 
liner £50

Hummvee Lite 
glove £20

Singletrack Lite 
short £55

Singletrack Print 
T £30

High level performance
at an entry-level price

Great value, high performing kit

with fantastic liner/short combo



satmap.com/cycle
sales@satmap.com | 0845 873 0101

Large 3.5" Hi-Res screen (HVGA)

Hi-Res Ordnance Survey mapping (1:50k & 1:25k)

Bluetooth Connectivity Barometric altimeter

 GPX Compatible & On-board Route Planner

THE ULTIMATE
SPORTS GPS

*Offers end 30.9.2016 some terms apply 
(satmap.com/terms)

MAPPING
with code: WMB-30-OFF

*
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A
fter a few months of riding

the Tarn I’m still not 100

per cent happy with the set 

up. On paper, it’s

remarkably similar to the

(medium) Mondraker

Vantage R+ I tested in

WMB184. The Mondraker blew me

away, but I’m yet to recreate the manic

riding the Vantage let me get away with.

I’ve swapped the twangy RockShox

Reba forks for a tighter, better damped

Manitou Marvel, which I hope will give 

me more confidence in rougher,

higher-load terrain. I’ve ridden the 29+

version of the fork on the Trek Stache

and got on well with it, so I’m keen to

see how I get on with it longer term.

The other addition (and one I’ll be

running on my Orbea Occam too) is the

Magura Vyron electronically operated 

dropper post. A button mounted on the

bars sends an ANT+ signal to the post,

opening a servo motor, which opens a

valve and lets the post rise, or sink

(when weighted). The idea is to cut

down on hoses/cables and it makes it

simple to swap between bikes (if they

have the same seatpost diameter). The

last thing I’m going to do is to give it

extra TLC over a normal dropper, and I’ll

give you some feedback next month.

www.genesisbikes.co.uk

Scott Hustle Uni £36.75

(1) You might shy away from wearing

goggles with an open-face lid, but when 

conditions are wet, little else beats

them for eye-protection and visibility.

The Hustle doesn’t have masses of

ventilation, but their anti-fog coating

seems to do the trick well - the thin

foam above and below the lens also

seems to do its job. The soft fabric that

sits next to the face is comfy, and soaks 

up a bit of sweat from your brow.

Optically they’re pretty good - I’m yet

to notice any major distortion. When

conditions are really bad, they’re tear-off 

compatible too (don’t forget to take

your used tear-offs away with you!)

www.scott-sports.com

Jcool Pre-Set Torque Sleeve £15

(2) Small but accurate bolt torque

limiter, useful for carbon bars and the

like. Once torque is reached your ratchet 

will continue to rotate but the bits

won’t, entirely preventing over torqueing 

- unlike clicking wrenches. Only

compatible with 5mm ratchets, rather 

than normal 1/4” ones is only real

downside - you’ll need a set of bits too,

which are easy to find. 3, 4, 5 and 6NM 

options are available.

www.neoscycling.co.uk

Lifesystems Nano £10

(3) Perfect for trai-side scrapes, it’s

small and light enough to live in a pack.

Info sheet, plasters, wipes, bandages etc

will cover most non-serious injuries. The

packaging seems pretty weather proof,

and given its size and price, there’s

pretty much no excuse not to carry one.

www.lifesystems.co.uk

Tom’s Genesis Tarn 20 £1900

Tom Marvin
> Age 29 > Height 6’ > Weight 180lbs

> Likes Fast and fun trail bikes

A couple of big changes in, how are things getting along?

Size tested Large
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T
he Bossnut and I have

been making the most of 

the fantastic dry

conditions of late at the 

Forest of Dean, the

Mendips, my local trails,

and desperately trying (in 

vain) to keep up with Russ on his

electric Lapierre long-termer during

lengthy climbs in the Quantocks. The

Bossnut has continued to prove to be a

highly capable and reliable machine,

and I’ve sorted the bottoming out issue I 

was having (where the rear tyre was

occasionally clipping the seat tube) by

running a Specialized Ground Control

2Bliss 2.1in at the back. The tyre’s

relatively low volume and height gives

more seat tube clearance and I’ve not

noticed any subsequent clipping since 

it’s been on the bike.

www.gooutdoors.co.uk

KS LEV DX 125mm seat post with 
Southpaw lever £260 and £30

(1) With no internal routing on the

Bossnut, the LEV’s tidy cabling appealed

– particularly as it doesn’t suffer cable

movement like other posts routed near

the head. Set up is fiddly as you have to

precisely trim the inner cable and there

are tiny parts. I didn’t like the remote, so

in came the gear shifter-like Southpaw

lever, which is a huge improvement. The

post has proved reliable through a soggy

winter, but it can get sticky and often

requires a buttock-thwack to get it 

moving when compressed.

www.jungleproducts.co.uk

Gravity GRID MegaExo Megatooth 
32t crank £250

(2) Along with the dropper, switching to

a single-ringed crank was one of the 

Bossnut’s first upgrades.

The Gravity GRID was, I’m happy to

report, an absolute doddle to fit thanks

to it being handily compatible with the

existing Shimano Hollowtech external

bottom bracket. In terms of stiffness,

the hollow-forged aluminium arms are

certainly a big improvement and are

slightly lighter than the original Deore,

while the big chainring teeth have kept 

the chain on at all times.

www.windwave.co.uk

Rich’s Calibre Bossnut £1000*

Rich Owen
> Age 44 > Height 5ft 9in > Weight 150lb

> Likes Tough trails, big rides, eating leaves

Size tested 19.5

This wallet-friendly trail blaster continues to impress

*W
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some pumping issues before upgrading.

Despite regular crank clattering, we’ve

had no repeat of the chainring folding on 

impact though, while the rest of the

SRAM X0/X1 transmission and RockShox

Pike/Monarch double act are faultless.

www.whyte.bike

SRAM Guide RSC brakes £222

(1) We covered these recently, but

wanted to revisit them to fully flesh out

improvements made by small upgrades.

The first massive advantage comes from

the new Bleeding Edge routing, which

flows DOT fluid from the far end of the

caliper, flushing potentially troublesome 

trapped bubbles with it. We’ve not

descended long or hard enough to notice 

the Heat Shield tech, but the more

supple, sensitive seals and cylinder

action are noticeably more consistent 

and subtly controlled.

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

Bontrager XR3 Team Issue TLR 
tyre £40

We’re fans of the balance of reliable all

conditions grip, bearable rolling speed 

W
hyte’s carbon

mainframed

mid-travel trail

blaster has

been with us

nearly six

months, so it’s

an ideal chance to see how it’s coping

after a relentless schedule of at least

50km a week and a brutally wet winter.

It’s still structurally fine, with no trace

of stickiness or wobble in the lifetime

warrantied suspension bearings thanks

to their combination of metal shield

seals and extra coating of edible grease

(yes, really). The wide-spaced Boost

chainstays have been rubbed down to

bare metal by trousers and overshoes.

Both the FSA headset and SRAM GXP

bearings are feeling rough too and over

a thousand kilometers of use had also

left the SRAM Guide RS rear brake with 

Guy Kesteven
> Age 44 > Height 5ft 11in > Weight 152lb

> Likes Leg burning, synapse crackling trails

Size tested Large

It’s been a gruelling winter ride regime for this top trail bike

Guy’s Whyte T-130 C RS £3499

1

and supple tubeless feel of Bontrager’s

XR4 tyre which we’re running up front

on the Whyte. We wanted something

faster, but still sure-footed on the back,

so fitted this 2.35in width XR3. It’s been

a good choice too. Fat enough to reduce

impacts that max out the 130mm of

suspension, stable enough for really low

pressures, yet smooth and quick rolling

in feel with particularly good edging grip 

for it’s category. Hopefully it’ll be dry

enough (up North) to put on something 

properly fast soon, though.

www.trekbikes.com
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I
t’s been a quiet month for the

Sherpa. A lack of opportunities for

adventure have meant a change of

speed at the trail centre. A quick

switch of handlebars to a wide

710mm Salsa Pro Moto 2 has

proved suitable for non bikepacking

duties. Ideally I’d go for something with

more width, but the long 70mm stock

stem and 11-degree sweep feels fine for

shorter trips. Most importantly, the WTB

Trailblazer tyres have been swapped for 

some serious rubber from Surly. It’s

made a big improvement to handling

and confidence, especially in corners.

The Sherpa’s weight is noticeable

when unladen and in ‘play’ mode. For

many this won’t be a problem – this is

an adventure bike first with the benefit

of doubling up for shredding some trails

on the side. The steep 69.5 degree head

angle, which is great for long rides and

scaling epic climbs, dials down the ‘rad’

factor a few notches compared to other

trail-specific plus-bikes. Despite this, it’s 

still very possible to have fun here. 

Throw in the possibility of this being

one bike which could perform the duties

of two, and it seems to have won the

approval of Mrs Matt and her crusade to 

whittle down my quiver of bikes. 

www.rockymountainuk.com

Surly Dirt Wizard 27.5
Plus tyres £75

A lack of aggressive 27.5+ tyres at the

launch of the new wheel size has given

the creators of the plus revolution a

chance to get in early with a resized

version of their 26+ and 29+ tyres.

Two tight rows make up the centre

tread and boast a harder compound to

reduce rolling resistance. Pronounced

shoulder knobs are ideal for biting into

corners and delivering the all-important 

plus-bike traction. These tyres dig

themselves into any mud we’ve found

and propelled through unhindered. The

wide areas of the tread pattern shrug off 

mud and prevent clagging. As a

condition-specific tyre they’re

unstoppable in the wet, and roll and

climb surprisingly better than their 

appearance would suggest.

They may weigh in at a hefty 1309g,

but some of this can be reclaimed by

going tubeless, which has been hassle 

free on all occasions.

www.ison-distribution.com

Alpkit Kepler Velo long-sleeve 
jersey £49

(1) Using 100 per cent New Zealand

merino wool, the Kepler Velo works well

as a stand-alone jersey or as part of a

layering system on cooler days. The long

zip allows for plenty of venting and the

high collar keeps neck drafts at bay. The

cut is athletic, but not too tight. It looks

a little short but is kept in place with a

gripper along the rear hem. Flatlock

stitching keeps things comfy, except in 

the chest stripe where traditional

stitching leaves a seam at nipple height. 

The useful rear pocket is accessible

when wearing a pack and is large

enough to take a phone and wallet. The

Kepler Velo ticks all the boxes of other 

merino jerseys at a fair price.

www.alpkit.com

Matt’s Rocky Mountain Sherpa £3000

Matt Orton
> Age 34 > Height 6ft > Weight 192lb

> Likes Big adventure rides, fat and retro bikes

Size tested L

An absence of adventure means playtime for the Sherpa

1



T
he Kona has seen a fair bit

of action lately, acting as

the test bench for no less

than 15 different stems.

After all the testing, it’s a

40mm Renthal Duo that

I’ve cherry-picked to keep.

It’s super light at 125g, it stays put and

feels totally solid. It also gives me an

extra 12mm or so rise. The Kona’s low

stack-height never really suited me, so

combined with a 35mm rise bar, this

helps get my bars nice and high. With a

bar that’s too low, you won’t be able to

push the front wheel into steep chutes 

and drops properly.

Despite my sustained best efforts, the 

short-travel Process is still easily

over-faced downhill. However, I’m

beginning to think I may have missed

the point and am starting to believe a

change of tack is in order. Firming up the 

shock, fitting some lighter tyres and, 

perhaps, wheels, might make it less of a

short-on-travel enduro bike, and more of 

a burly and slacked out XC whip. We 

shall see.

www.konaworld.com

Endura MTR windproof long-sleeve 
jersey £70

(1) For rides which are damp and chilly,

but you don’t want anything too sweaty, 

this is just the ticket. The windproof

sleeves and front keep the breezes out of

your insulating layers, and the coating

beads water droplets, allowing light rain

to run off – this will wear off eventually

if washed with detergent though. The

full-length zip is useful when climbs get

sticky, and the mesh back panel reduces

the dreaded back-sweat, especially when 

worn with a pack. Without a pack,

though, this offers little protection from

rear-wheel spray. The trio of super-deep 

pockets allows you to carry enough

supplies for two to three hour rides, and

the cut is sleek and racy, which helps to 

hold that cargo securely as well as

helping with those ‘aero-gains’.

www.endurasport.com

Seb’s Kona Process 111 2016 £3500

Seb Stott
> Age 23 > Height 6ft 3in > Weight 187lb

> Likes Steep terrain, slippery ruts, enduros

Starting the process of tweaking the Process from enduro to XC 

1
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W
ithout the aid of a crash lab or

plentiful supply of staff writers, it’s

tricky to be 100 per cent certain

just how a helmet will perform at

its chief function – protecting your

skull and its contents. Fortunately 

we can determine a decent

amount of the protection offered from looking at the 

construction and shape of the helmet as well 

as the padding and retention system.

A helmet needs to offer more than just

protection though, venting, weight, fit and

comfort are all almost as vital. Some may

add looks to this list, but as there’s no

accounting for certain tastes, this is a little 

trickier for us to pin down.

Trail helmets need to be sturdier than their XC

orientated cousins given the likelyhood of more serious

spills. They are weightier and have less venting as a result

and usually offer more protection to the sides and rear.

Your tester

Rich Owen, WMB editor

While Rich has been luxuriating in the big

chair for a fair while now, he was a WMB test

team regular way before making the leap to 

join us full time. He’s also been riding

mountain bikes since the early nineties so

has a solid depth of experience and knows 

what makes a decent helmet.

TRAIL HELMETS
Essential pieces of protection for keeping your head together

Turn to p8

CONSTRUCTION

Modern helmets consist of an
EPS foam interior protected by
a plastic in-moulded shell
outer. More fancy lids
have extended in-moulding
that continues under the brim.

our ratings explained

what to look for

VISOR

Visors come in various lengths, but while
longer ones do a better job of keeping
the sun out of your eyes, they can
obscure the trail ahead. Adjustable
visors are useful, allowing you to move
them to the best position at any given
time. Adjustability may also mean that
you can run goggles below them.

THE FIT

It almost goes without saying that
getting a helmet that fits you well is
vital. Too small will be uncomfortable,
while too big means it won’t protect
you properly. Like clothing, sizes
vary between brands and models, 
so try before you buy. 

MIPS

This Multi-directional Impact
Protection System gives
additional security by allowing
the helmet to move slightly
around your head upon impact
and so reducing the chances
damage of to your brain.

STRAPS

Thinner, lighter straps tend
to be more comfortable and
should have adjustment
clips in order to fit around 
your ears properly.
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Particularly with the earpads in place, the Revolution

looks more akin to something Buck Rogers might wear

than a MTB lid. Strap on a pair of goggles however, and 

the unique styling and extra deep fit make sense.

The goggle strap is prevented from sliding up by a

deep ridge high on the rear, the strap then runs over

the ear pads giving it plenty of purchase. And with the

adjustable visor at the highest of its four positions,

there’s just enough room to park the goggles beneath.

The ear pads can be replaced by pieces of trim that

follow the brim line, or an optional chin bar (untested

by us as yet) that meets the certification required for 

conventional DH helmets.

While the deep cover of the helmet gives great head

protection, there is a lot of internal padding to make

contact with your head. As a result, it can get fairly

sweaty on warm days with only reasonable ventilation 

despite the numerous vents.

Given its decent goggle compatibility, high levels of

protection and heat issues, we reckon the Revolution is

best suited to enduro racing rather than general trail

use. That said, this is heaviest here on test here and

you do notice that extra weight while out on the trails.

www.madison.co.uk

Lazer Revolution

Price £110 Weight 399g (55-58cm) Price £100 Weight 424g (medium)

Decent protection and cooling, but eyewear 

incompatibility and trail vision issues

A versatile helmet best suited to bull-necked, 

goggle sporting, enduro racers

TRAIL HELMETS

£55-£140

Fox Metah Attack

Fox fans are sure to dig the Metah’s confident styling

and overt branding, the three big-bored vents on the

forehead not only look distinctive, but really help to

keep things cool. The fit is very deep, giving good 360

degree protection, while the Varizorb multi-density EPS 

construction offers superior impact absorption –

according to Fox. The padding is of decent quality and

gives good comfort while not being too soft, and the 

Y-shaped straps fit well below the ears.

The visor is fixed so as not to obstruct airflow,

however its long length and low position can obscure

the trail ahead. While consideration has been given to

goggle users with a retaining section at the rear, we

found that the deep fit on the forehead meant that

some sets were pushed down on to the bridge of the

nose causing pressure and even hindering breathing.

The helmet’s deep fit also clashed with longer-armed 

glasses as they met behind the ears.

The tester, and most others who tried it, did not find

the fit particularly comfortable as the cradle tended to 

squeeze the sides of the head when secured. The

Metah is the only helmet on test where the retention

system only runs ¾ of the way around the helmet.

www.foxhead.com
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There’s much to like about the Terra as it’s the

lightest and one of the coolest-feeling helmets on test.

The outer shell coverage is excellent for a lower-priced

lid with EPS only exposed around the brim and internal

vents. The helmet sits fairly high on the head and while

it gives some protection to the base of the skull, all the

helmets here, bar the Tactic, afford better rear security.

The short visor gives some shade from the sun

without getting in the way of the trail and can be run in

one of two positions by removing the visor and refitting

in the push-fit mounts. The Terra had no compatibility

problems with all the glasses and goggles we tried,

though there are no goggle-specific features as such.

While the helmet is one-size-fits-all, handily the

cradle is adjustable both horizontally and vertically so

there’s room to maneuver whenever size your bonce.

However, it’s easy to inadvertently push any vertical

cradle adjustment back to its shortest position while

putting on which can get irritating. We also had issues

with the helmet slipping slowly backward during riding,

as the retention sat quite high on the tester’s forehead.

The straps could do with being a little longer too as

there was only just enough adjustment to fit our tester.

www.met-helmets.com

Met Terra Specialized Tactic II
Price £70 Weight 302g (uni-size) Price £55 Weight 333g (medium) 

Ultra light and well ventilated, but one size

*)'4�.*�"X//$)"���.+*/�*)�|/���)��X���+-*�'X(

Good looks, low weight, decent levels of 

cooling and a miserly price tag

With its fade of orange tones and colour-matched

strap fastenings and webbing splitters, the Tactic II

looks pretty flippin’ stylish for a lid at the wallet-

friendly end of the market. The outer-shell coverage is

good too, though there are exposed EPS sections just in 

front of the ears that could get damaged when the

helmet is not being worn. The helmet sits a little

deeper on the head than the Terra and provides decent

protection most of the way round, though the very back

of the base of the skull, where the fit adjustment dial 

sits, is potentially exposed.

The Tactic comes in three sizes, but it also sports a 

cradle that’s both vertically and horizontally

adjustable, so there’s fitting options a-plenty whether

you have a melon or lemon sized head. The short-ish,

single-position visor is well sited to keep the sun out of

your eyes without causing trail blindness, though it can 

be taken off and on should you wish.

Just like the Terra, the Tactic has no goggle-specific

features, but compatibility with eyewear is fine. The

helmet feels light and airy and has decent levels of

cooling thanks to a proliferation of slot shaped vents

– two of which sit on the forehead below the visor.

www.specialized.com

VALUE
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From the onset, it was fairly clear that Giro’s new

flagship trail helmet would wear the crown in this test.

Though it sits fairly high on the head, the cradle runs

well below the brim at the sides and rear to give a

great fit. The minimal amounts of high quality X-Static

padding give comfort without making you overheat and 

the straps fit very well around the ears.

Goggles are well catered for with a retaining

channel and rubberised vents for extra strap grip at the

rear, plus there’s plenty of room to park them beneath

the adjustable four-position visor. We didn’t encounter

any issues with glasses fit either. A GoPro mount is

provided which easily clips on and off the helmet

without any telltale signs of it ever being there.

Like the Evo AM, a protective MIPS layer sits inside

the helmet and while impact protection is very good

from all angles, the rear section does not extend quite 

as far as on Sixsixone’s offering.

Like Fox’s Metah and the Evo AM, the Montaro is at 

the heavier end of the spectrum of trail helmet

weights. However, all three seem to cunningly sit just

below the tipping point at which the heft on your head 

becomes any kind of issue.

www.zyro.co.uk

Sixsixone Evo AM MIPS Giro Montaro

Price £130 Weight 387g (M/L) Price £140 Weight 389g (medium) 

�-X�/ +-*/X�/$*) �) � 1X-4 .X�0-X |/I /#*0"#��
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TRAIL HELMETS
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The first thing you notice when putting on the Evo AM

is how secure it feels on your head despite sitting high

on your head. While the cut-away sides sit well above

your ears, an extended rear section ensures the helmet

grips your head, and provides the best base-of-skull

protection here. A Boa-wired cradle gives an evenly

spread fit as you tighten via the big dial at the rear.

As you should expect when shelling out for lid of

this price, the quality and coverage of the two-piece

outer shell is very good and extends to totally cover the 

brim. You get extra features for your money like the

MIPS layer for extra protection from angled impacts,

and easy to do up magnetic strap connectors – though

we found them very fiddly to undo at first and grit can

cause problems. There’s a retaining ridge and flat back

section to make sure goggles stay put while riding, and 

glasses compatibility is not an issue here.

While the two-position, push-fit, mid-length visor

has slots to allow airflow to reach the vents, the Evo

AM can feel warm despite reasonable venting. The

internal padding is on the thick side and covers much

of the interior, which while aiding comfort, explains 

why the helmet can get so toasty.

www.sixsixone.com

WINNER
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Light XC wheels with impeccable 

build quality at a good price

Light, smooth, ultra-responsive 

trail-tough wheels 

Light for the price, but best for

subtle riders on tamer trails

SPEED WHEELS
Fulcrum Red Passion 

£800

Miche 999 £1625FSA SL-K £1195

A
t just 1360g with valves, Miche’s

new 999 wheels are the lightest

29er sets we’ve ever tested and

their effect on acceleration and 

overall bike agility is electrifying.

The comparatively broad (for XC at

least) triangular section carbon rims

inflate tubelessly with just a track pump 

and don’t burp even at teen tyre

pressures. The super thin spoke flanges

with unique ‘basket’ design on the disc

side have also survived a ton of trail,

cyclocross and full-gas race miles on

this set without any issues. The bearings

in the carbon-shelled hubs are still fine

and while there’s definite flex under

high cornering loads the two-cross

lacing keeps them smooth and well 

damped but not sketchy.

www.chickencyclekit.co.uk

F
SA produces two wheelsets using 

the same 21.5mm internal

width, rounded-profile tubeless

carbon rim and straight-pull alloy 

hubs. £1300 gets you the flagship

bladed spoke, ceramic bearing K-Force

set, but these SLKs are significantly

cheaper and just 36g heavier. Most of

that comes from the brass nipples,

which are less likely to seize and strip.

While they’re the heaviest wheels here

at 1580g, they compare well on weight

with more expensive sets from other

brands and they’ve got a great balance

of solid turn and torque stiffness without

shaking you offline. Spoke tension and

stainless steel bearings are still perfect

after months of mud-plugging, and 48-

point freehub engagement is fast too. 

www.windwave.co.uk

F
ulcrum’s Red Passion wheels

avoid the extra cost of carbon

rims by using a shallow, low wall

rim with extra metal machined

away between the spokes and carbon-

shelled hubs to keep weight to a mere 

1490g. Add an alloy freehub with

reasonably fast 36-point pick-up and

they accelerate very quickly. Tyre sealing

is easy and they still spin smoothly in

bearing terms. Despite 28 spokes the

semi-radial front wheel doesn’t feel as

planted as the carbon wheels when

worked hard. We warped the rear wheel

almost immediately on relatively tame

terrain and spoke tension has rapidly

become random on both wheels. 

www.i-ride.co.uk

WINNER
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Welcome to WMB’s Buyer’s

Guide. Here you’ll find the

top-rated bikes and bits of kit,

cherry-picked from those we

(and sister magazine MBUK)

have tested, across every

budget and style – everything

from wispy cross-country

hardtails to aggressive 

full-suspension trail bikes and beyond.

You can find a more in-depth review of these feature

products on our website BikeRadar.com, so you can get a

complete a picture as possible. We update this guide every

month, making it your ultimate reference point from

which you can make your next purchase with confidence.

Tom Marvin, Technical Editor

Choose your perfect bike and kit with
     Britain’s best MTB buyer’s guide

WHA TH

+++++

Turn to p8

our ratings explained



It might sound like something that

your spirit guide might say, but the

only way to go fast is to be able to

go slow when you need to. No? Just

mine, then. The effectiveness of

your braking is critical to your level

of control out on the trails: brakes

that aren’t performing well cause

you to brake for longer and while

that’s happening your tyres will

struggle to find grip to do other

things, like turning around a tree.

Not only that, but inefficient brakes

lead to a death grip, putting strain

on your hands and forearms. Sound

familiar? Luckily, it’s never looked

better when it comes to buying

affordable, reliable brakesets, so if 

you’re being let down by

underperforming brakes then read

on for our advice on what to look for.

The good news is in many cases of 

underperforming brakes, it’s

adjustment or servicing, rather than

replacement, that’s needed. The bad

news is some key components of

brakes do wear out over time,

especially if poorly maintained.

Often the cost of a service and

replacement parts is equivalent or

greater than the cost of a new set.

The best example is the dreaded

‘sticky piston’ – pistons that don’t

retract back into the calliper, leading

to a brake that sticks to the top of

the rotor, causing constant friction

and premature wear to the pads. It

can sometimes be remedied with a 

service, but is often caused by

corroded or worn pistons, even if the

wear isn’t visible. If you’re unsure,

ask your local bike shop for advice. 

Of course, all this assumes that

you’re using disc brakes! Virtually

any new mountain bike will come

with discs nowadays, but if you’re

still clinging to V-brakes like an old

friend, then come out of the cold

and have a whirl on a disc-equipped 

bike. Good, aren’t they? 

HOW
TO BUY

BRAKES
Why should  
I upgrade?

How do I know if I
need new brakes?
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Let’s assume that anyone looking

to upgrade their brakes is going to

want hydraulic discs. The various

brands aside, the choices and

variations aren’t that huge, but

there are subtle differences that will 

influence your choice. The most

obvious one is the compromise

between weight and stopping

power. Brakes with more slave

cylinders (or just larger ones) will

produce more power but are heavier.

In the blurry enduro/all-mountain

category, smaller callipers with four

pistons, such as SRAM’s Guide and

Hope’s E4, weigh only slightly more

than their two-piston counterparts, 

but give improved modulation.

At the lever end, there’s the

option to pay extra for lighter 

materials like carbon and

magnesium, but we’re talking less

weight than that chocolate biscuit

you ate before the ride. Of far more

importance are adjustments such as

lever reach and bite point, which

can be adjusted independently and 

without tools on fancier brakes.

Lets not forget discs (also known

as rotors) though. Smaller 160mm 

or even 140mm discs are mostly

reserved for gram-pinching XC

types, while larger 200mm versions

are worth their weight for heavier

riders or those who want every bit

of available power. 180mm is the

norm for most trail and enduro

bikes. Shimano’s Ice-tech discs use

an aluminium core to improve heat

dissipation and retain performance

on the longest descents. While not 

necessary for most UK riding

perhaps, they’re worth bearing in

mind for that trip to the Alps…

In recent years Shimano’s range of 

hydraulic discs has become the

go-to standard for value, reliability

and performance. From non-series 

models upwards, the level of

stopping power on tap would put

high-end offerings from just a few

years ago to shame, and the same is

true of many budget brakes from

other brands, as manufacturers

seem to have edged closer to

finding a good compromise between

performance and weight-cutting.

Shimano produces hydraulic discs

starting from a paltry £30 per brake

(with a rotor bought separately) and

although they won’t win any awards

for sophistication, even at that price 

the function is adequate. 

At the £75-£100 mark you begin

to see features geared towards more 

serious use, such as bite-point

adjustment and heat-resistant 

materials to guard against

overheating. Expect to pay upwards

of £100 for higher end brakes that

focus on performance. Likewise, 

rotors with weight-saving

aluminium spiders and heat sinks

will cost nearer £50 than the £20

that’s more common for standard

stamped steel ones. Top-tier brakes 

can quite happily go above the

£200 mark, but as usual the best

value is to be found somewhere in 

the middle of the pile, where

innovative features meet mass-

market affordability.

Modulation – A brake’s ability to

offer fine control of pad contact,

somewhere between ‘off’ and ‘on’.

Particularly important when the

surface grip is low and it’s easy to 

lock up the wheels. 

Bite point – The point in the levers’

travel when the pad contacts the

disc. On some brakes it’s adjusted

independently of the lever reach.

Lever reach – The distance from

the bars to the fully open lever. The

ability to adjust it is standard on

any brake, allowing riders to match 

it to their hand size. 

Mechanical disc brakes have a

loyal following among the fatbike

community, as they’re held to give

better performance in extreme cold

weather. For adventurous types,

they’re also easier to service in the

back of beyond, with only a spare

cable and basic tools being required

to fix problems. The reliability of

modern hydraulic brakes makes this 

somewhat redundant though.

Pad material also affects braking

power. At its simplest, organic pads

offer more power, but shorter life 

(not great in British winters).

Sintered, or metallic pads, can’t

quite match organic pads for

outright power, but usually outlast 

them and are usually the best

option in our wonderfully soggy

climate. Avoid Kevlar pads, as they

have a tendency to wear out your 

discs faster than the pads!

How much should I spend?

What does the
jargon mean?

What should I look for?

Anything else I
should know?
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CALIBRE .TWO TWO £430

Despite this being its first attempt at a bike range, Go
Outdoors has hit the nail on the head with this well-specced,
great-value bike. The nine-speed Shimano gears and hydraulic
disc brakes back up the smart handling, well shaped frame,
while the coil-sprung RockShox XC28 fork tames the bumps.

CARRERA VULCAN £360

The Vulcan offers class-leading handling and spec at a great
price – provided you can live with the weight. Despite a few
niggles it’s one of the best beginner bikes available (for the
money it’s exceptional) – it comes highly recommended. With 
a well-balanced ride feel, it’s a true trail enthusiast’s bike. 

VOODOO BIZANGO £600

Confidence inspiring, fun, and comes in at a highly
competitive weight for a 29er in this category. Smart spec
makes the most of the budget on offer, with tyres and bolt-
thru fork particular highlights. A genuine class leader that can 
put far pricer bikes to shame. 

DIAMONDBACK HEIST 2.0 £650

This pocket-friendly trail weapon is a diamond in the
global market of the big brands’ affordable but bland bikes.
Sorted trail-specific geometry, wide bars and a host of spec
highlights, such as the RockShox Sector forks, make the Heist
stand out from the crowd and a rowdy 650b bike for any trail.

PINNACLE RAMIN FIVE £990

Some smart design from Evans’ in-house brand Pinnacle and
a decent spec mean the Ramin Five has a really enjoyable and
versatile ride. A supple back end and top performing RockShox
Reba forks give comfort and control, while the geometry can 
handle a huge range of riding. 

MARIN NAIL TRAIL 9.6 £800

Surprising us from the off, the Nail Trail is a hugely competent
yet fun-riding trail hardtail. The 1x10, 11-42t drivetrain and
15mm bolt-thru RockShox Recon fork will leave other product
managers scratching their heads. Light weight, fast rolling 
tyres and decent drivetrain give a fast ride too.

MID RANGE

ENTRY LEVEL

HIGH END
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HAIBIKE FREED 7.1 £1400

Haibike has combined a carbon frame with decent kit on this
budget orientated yet perfectly raceable bike. The frame is
stiff yet relatively comfortable, totally futureproofed and the
suspension and wheelset would be at home on pricier bikes. 
One of the best entry level XC bikes on the market.

SCOTT SCALE 950 £1099

In a straight line the 950 is a rocketship, with corners only
slowing it slightly. The Syncros 700mm wide bars and 80mm
long stem cockpit combo give enough control through turns.
The 2x10 Shimano groupset allows you to efficiently hit the
climbs and the only upgrade it we’d like out of the box are a 
set of slightly wider bars. 

GT HELION COMP £1300

740mm bars are wide for a 110mm travel bike and hint at
more control and chaos taming potential than you’d expect in
this category. The complex Independent suspension system,
featuring Suntour SR Raidon fork and X-Fusion O2 shock, helps
create a remarkably smooth ride for a bike at this price point. 

GIANT ANTHEM 27.5 3 £1499

The Anthem has mellowed over the past couple of years, and
it’s now as much of a friendly, neutral bike as happy on the
trail as it is on the race course. The Maestro suspension is
plush, helps the bike hug the ground and matches the bike’s
relaxed attitude, while the spec is great value for money.

ENTRY LEVEL
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SCOTT SCALE 960 £950

While there might be better specced bikes out there,
the Scale’s frame is what sets it out from the XC crowd.
The relaxed geometry and wider bar set up gives ample
confidence on the descents, while the alloy frame is actually
lgihter than many cheaper carbon bikes. This makes the 960 a 
great bentry XC bike, which is also incredibly upgradeable.

SCOTT SPARK 760 £1499

With a World Cup winning heritage the Spark is a great XC
race bike, that’s also comfortable on more ‘fun’ trails. The
760 lacks bar-mounted suspension controls, but the X-Fusion
shock controls pedal inputs nicely. Maxxis Icon tyres roll fast, 
but there’s compromises in the drivetrain.
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FELT EDICT 3 £2599

The 71.5-degree head angle means busy steering that needs
looking after on fast or rocky/rooty descents, but is a real
advantage when whipping the 29er front wheel in and out
of tight turns or weaving through technical trouble. The full-
carbon frame plus cost effective performance of Shimano
Deore stop and go gear make the Edict 3 excellent value. 

ORBEA OIZ H50 £2399

With a semi customisable spec and laser sharp race handling,
it’s small wonder this Basque brand have a well-stocked cross
country trophy cabinet. Despite being the cheapest bike in the
range, it uses carbon fibre for both front and rear triangles,
and it’s available with either 650b of 29er wheels. A solid and 
functional pick of components rounds out a great racer.

SCOTT SPARK 720 £2899

A versatile marathon/XC bike that’s unashamedly Euro-
looking. Despite this, it’s a modern bike that’s at home on
regular trails too. Scott have balanced stiffness with weight ,
with a carbon front end matched with alloy rear. Kit is good, 
but there’s room for easy weight loss wins.

SANTA CRUZ SUPERLIGHT 29 £1149*

The Superlight shares all the durable, communicative charms
of SC’s original single-pivot chassis, the Tazmon. This 2.5kg
frame is light enough that, even with one of their basic
Shimano Deore build kits, it never drags its heels out of 
corners or on climbs.

SANTA CRUZ HIGHBALL £599*

The Highball’s racy character is immediately apparent. The
long toptube stretches you out allowing you to take in plenty
of oxygen and the handling is fast but not nervous. The frame
can take forks up to 120mm, so it’s a versatile big wheeled 
beast for racetrack or trail. 

CANYON LUX CF 7.9 £2599

Slightly conservative geometry doesn’t hold the Lux back. We
loved riding it and how impulsively fast it made us hammer
the trails, despite leaving us exhausted and soaked in sweat.
You’re getting a quality, well-featured frame with superb kit
for the cash nailed to it, including a mix of SRAM X7/X9/X0
controlled by Gripshifters and RockShox suspension pairing. 

MID RANGE
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CANNONDALE F-SI CARBON TEAM £5499

The ultra-light frame is the smoothest hardtail race bike we’ve
ridden, but still hugely power efficient through its Ai rear
wheel. The Lefty fork with integrated stem/steerer is equally
impressive and even the XX1 transmission is enhanced by the 
Si crank. 

SCOTT SCALE 700 RC £4499

Few bikes come close to being as poised and punchy yet
still an absolute riot to ride as Scale’s hardtails, and the 700
RC is no exception. Spec highlights include the lightweight
RockShox SID fork, SRAM XX1 transmission, Shimano XTR
stoppers and racer’s favourite saddle, the Ritchey Streem. 
One for explosively aggressive racers and riders.

SANTA CRUZ TALLBOY 2 CC £7603

This update to the fast and furious original improves things
further thanks to revised suspension, a thru-axle rear end and
a new carbon frame. In the ENVE-rimmed/SRAM XX1 version
we tested it’s brutally fast and also expensive enough to 
cause wallets to ignite spontaneously.

SPECIALIZED CAMBER EXPERT CARBON EVO 29

£4500

The Camber Evo is a fun, assured, capable bike that pushes
the boundary of what XC bikes are capable of. Supple
suspension, quality kit and planted handling mean it’s a 
pleasure to ride day in day out.

KTM MYROON PRESTIGE 29 £3700

The Myroon has Olympic blood running through its veins. Its
smooth, fly-weight nature suits spinners rather than Thor-
like riders, but an impressive XTR based spec shows value
consciousness. Rearward weight distribution lets it handle 
jumps and drops far better than you’d think.

SCOTT SPARK 710 £3299

The 710 uses an alloy rear-end with a carbon front, but that’s
cost effective wisdom rather than a corner cutting con. Choose
either 120mm of smooth and controlled Fox suspension, or
push the TracLoc thumb lever and the rear shock becomes
stiffer and travel drops to 85mm for a more positive feel. 
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CALIBRE BOSSNUT £1000

How the Go Outdoors super-chain managed to build and spec
the Bossnut as it did for a grand is anyone’s guess. Stunning
kit and a great ride means it’s one of our favourite bikes
anywhere. To benefit from the low price you’ll need to sign
up to the Go Outdoors bonus card, but it’s worth it just to get 
hold of the Bossnut.

BIRD ZERO AM 2 £1225

Progressive geometry, incredibly well thought out spec,
impressive value for money and UK-based back-up makes the
Zero one of the best performing, hardcore hardtail trail bikes
out there on the market. With fully customisable spec online,
you’re able to tailor your Bird just how you like it, without 
breaking the bank.  

PINNACLE IROKO 3 £1250

Despite a weight-saving alloy frame, the Iroko avoids being
super harsh and punishing on even the most technical
of trails. A heavily sculpted frame back end gives a super
compliant ride, while the kit bolted on is bang on for the
money. To really make it really sing, add a dropper post.

GENESIS TARN 20 £1900

With its chubby tyres and plush steel frame, the Tarn is as
smooth riding as hardtails come. The quality kit is also of
note, giving a bike that’s far more capable than its rigid back
end suggests. Some will love the easy rolling plus-size tyres, 
some may not, but this is a bike worthy of its score.

BOARDMAN TEAM FS 27.5 £999

Boardman’s entry-level full susser gets a makeover and a few
upgrades for 2016. The hydroformed triple butted alloy frame
with contemporary angles, 740mm bars, 55mm stem, 650b
wheels and 140mm of RockShox damped suspension form a 
controlled and responsive baseline at a great price.
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ENTRY LEVEL

WHYTE 901 £1200

A slack 66.5-degree head angle, long frame and wide bars
mean radical handling. It’s not a bike for shy or retiring riders,
but the mix of a proven tubeset and sorted componentry
creates a fantastic blend of responsiveness and confidence 
that makes any sort of mountain biking a lot of fun.    
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DEVINCI TROY CARBON RS £3050
While not the lightest, even with a carbon frame, the newly
designed Troy is a bike more than happy tackling the biggest
descents, having got to the top with no bother at all. Pricing is
very good too, meaning you’re not compromising on spec to 
get a sorted carbon trail weapon.

CANYON STRIVE CF 8.0 RACE £3199
Direct sales means have Canyon always given great value, but
they’ve hit the nail firmly on the head with this hard hitting
160mm travel enduro specialist. Totally dialled extra long
Race geometry uses with a special Shapeshifter equipped
shock to change attitude on demand for up and down fun.

NINER ROS 9 £900 (F/O)
This big-wheeled steel hardtail may look out of place amongst
big travel trail bikes, but the superbly supple ride and chaos
calming handling means that it can hack it on some seriously
tough trails. Beautiful build quality rounds out the package,
but when you’ve fitted it with kit to match, it won’t be cheap.

MID RANGE

YT CAPRA CF PRO RACE £3227 (APPROX)
The latest, and greatest Capra is one of the few bikes that
get a full 5 star rating. BOS suspension, front and rear, and
Mavic’s excellent CrossMax Enduro WTS are combined with an
absolutely sorted frame, making it probably the best enduro
bike on the market – beware though, to get the most out of it,
you have to be dedicated with your suspension setting-up.

WHYTE T130 RS £2750
With updated geometry to match the best out there, the T130
is an absolute ripper of a trail bike. Just as happy eating up
miles as it is screaming down the most technical of descents,
the T130 leaves you grinning like a Cheshire cat, ready to hit
the next section of trail. Spec choices are solid, meaning value 
hasn’t taken a hit.

COMMENCAL META AM V4 RACE €3899

Last year’s Trail Bike of the Year winner is improved for 2016,
with the same hard-hitting attitude and a kit list that’s
removed our slight niggles. The 160mm of travel is packaged
neatly into a bike that pedals far friendlier than the numbers 
would suggest.
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SPECIALIZED CAMBER COMP CARBON 29 £3000 

Fast and light is the order of the day when it comes to the
Camber Comp. But don’t let that fool you in to thinking this
is for big days out only, as the sorted 29er geometry means
it can also be thrown down some big lines. Specialized’s
attention to detail gives some smart design features too.

MONDRAKER VANTAGE RR+ £2399

650b+ wheels and big tyres take the sting out of the stiff back
end, while the game-changing Forward Geometry takes care
of going very, very fast. Mud lovers should look elsewhere, and
we’d upgrade to better tyres, but look past this and you have 
an incredibly capable hardtail.

FORME LATHKILL £2600

Forme’s debut into the world of full suspension is a
remarkably proficient one, with the Lathkill seeing off bikes
from far more experienced brands. A killer spec is combined
with a well sorted frame meaning plenty of unexpected praise 
from all our testers who have thrown a leg over.

MID RANGE

MONDRAKER CRAFTY+ R £2799

Big plus-sized wheels means maximum speed whatever
the trail conditions, as Maxxis’ dry-focussed rubber simply
demolishes their way across the ground. Add in Mondraker’s
Forward Geometry and you’ve a full-sus bike that, even if it 
doesn’t feel it always, is unbelievably fast.

TREK FUEL EX 9 29 £3000

With years in the 29er game, Trek have their big-wheel
geometry dialled, giving a bike that is capable in every
situation. Trek have their own RE:aktiv shock system which
means the Fuel’s pedalling is faultless, while the high-grip 
tyres and big wheels offer amble descending control.
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CANYON STRIVE AL 6.0 RACE £2299

The alloy version of the Strive is just as capable as it’s carbon
brother, but in an even more wallet friendly package. Climbs
are despatched with ease, while descents fly by at eye-
watering speeds. An even cheaper version without the 200g 
ShapeShifter system would be unbeatable.
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SANTA CRUZ HIGHTOWER £7049

This successor to the highly regarded Tallboy LT is available in
six builds – three in 27.5+ and three in 29, though all models
can switch between wheelsizes with a little fettling. In any
guise the Hightower is an aggressive, versatile and totally
contemporary trail bike ideal for serious big-mountain riding.

YETI SB5C £5800

Yeti’s new Switch Infinity suspension uses a free floating
lower pivot to increase both pedalling efficiency and big hit
compliance of the already light, tight and impressive handling
127mm travel carbon fibre frame. Its premium performance 
and pedigree do come at a price.  

EVIL THE FOLLOWING £4799

Evil bikes probably wouldn’t be the first people you’d think
would make a 121mm 29er, but they’ve created an incredible
machine that should get a cult following. The suspension is
sublime, the frame faultless and the ride engaging, fun and 
unbelievably fast. A true class winner.

YETI SB6C X01 ENVE £7865

It’ll seriously dent your bank account thanks to a carbon frame
and kit that laughs in the face of a budget, but this Enduro
World Series winner has serious pace and control. ENVE
carbon rims and Fox Factory suspension paired to the clever
Infinity Link suspension design give both speed and style. 

SPECIALIZED S-WORKS STUMPJUMPER 29 £6500

It might be the little brother to the burly Enduro, but less
travel doesn’t mean less fun for this 140mm bike. An updated
frame with great geometry and kit means it’s one of the most 
capable trail bikes on the market today.

HIGH END

MONDRAKER DUNE CARBON XR £6599

Mondraker’s revolutionary Forward Geometry is paired with
an adjustable 160mm travel carbon frame and sublime Fox
suspension. We’d make a couple of small spec tweaks, but
the riding performance from this lightweight big-mountain
behemoth is sublime. Pricey, but it’ll pay you back in spades.
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SHIMANO SLX M675 £105
M675 sits in a sweet spot between good but classic Deore
M615 and feature loaded but fickle XT M8000, delivering all
the best parts of Shimano performance at an excellent price.
Even in standard trim SLX are some of the most consistent, 
predictable and communicative brakes around.

SRAM GUIDE RSC S4 £222
They’re pricey but the extra £43 over the Guide RS gets you
a bite point adjustment dial that for once actually makes a
significant difference to where the pads contact the rotor. You
also get the latest S4 calliper from the Guide Ultimate to top-
off a stopper offering outstandingly consistent braking.

CLARKS M2 £40 (PAIR)
No, your eyes aren’t deceiving you. Clarks really does offer
a consistently reliable and controlled set of front and rear
hydraulic disc brakes, complete with rotors and adaptors, for
only £40. They’re about as simple as they could be but their 
performance for the price is hard to quibble with.

SRAM GUIDE RS S4 £179
SRAM’s mid-range Guide RS brakes are a great mix of practical
performance and price without adding excessive costs for
materials, offering excellent reliability, flawless syncing and
reasonable weight. They also get the latest S4 calliper tech for 
an uncompromised performance package.

HOPE RACE EVO X2 £219.50
This dedicated XC brake hasn’t been changed for several
years but it’s still in the premier league of race anchors. Its
lightweight build means power takes a hit, making it feel
adequate rather than authoritative, but legendary Hope
reliability helps make this a tough, all-conditions stopper.

SHIMANO DEORE M615 £95
These basic but sorted anchors deliver the best performance
in the budget brake market. They don’t get the tool-free reach
adjust or the variable leverage ‘Servo Wave’ cam of the £10
more expensive SLX brakes but they do offer solidly reliable, 
affordable stopping. 
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SRAM XX1 £1010

Despite years of intense use, SRAM’s original dedicated single
ring setup continues to seriously impress. Shifting accuracy
and drivetrain smoothness is superb across the wide ranging
cassette. A genuinely game-changing gearset from SRAM that 
dominates top-end bikes.

SHIMANO XTR £802

By far the most aggressively indexed shift feel Shimano has
ever released with a proper ‘snap’ into each gear that you can
feel however rowdy the trail gets. A closer ratio 11-40 cassette
gives smoother jumps between gears than SRAM’s 11-speed 
set-ups, which suits XC racers.

SHIMANO XT 1X11 £378

With a slight departure from the usual Shimano feel, the new
XT is tight and accurate, if a touch heavier in feel than before.
Shifter feel and build quality across the group is as good as it
ever is with Shimano, however easily scuffed cranks is a minor 
niggle. Shimano’s legendary performance goes up a notch.

SHIMANO SLX 2X10 £640

This package is light, durable and incredible value for money.
Shifting is crisp thanks to tightly sprung mechs.
The 38/24t chainset and 11/34 cassette option is ideal for
trail centre blasting giving a decent range of gears. SLX brakes 
are also top performers, with plenty of power and feel.

SHIMANO DEORE £245

Thanks to Shimano’s trickle down of tech, Deore’s on-trail
performance is barely any different to SLX, and has features
found on the priciest groups only a few years ago. Shifting
is light, the chain is controlled by the Shadow+ mech and 
shifting across the cassette is excellent.

SRAM X1 £733

Durability of SRAM’s affordable 11-speed setup so far has
been on par with the already much improved longevity of
SRAM 11. A no-brainer for all but the most weight-conscious
riders. X1 components are a great option for those on pricier 
11-speed SRAM groups, as parts are interchangeable.
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THE LAST WORD

A
t the weekend I went for a big cross

country ride with a mate. So big, in fact,

that the night before we pitched a tent,

ate pasta, and didn’t even have a pint.

Now, sleeping in a tent, as we all know, is

shit. It’s a permanent state of daylight

where-in sweat and your own breath drip 

relentlessly back into your face and what on first

inspection appears to be a flat, even patch of ground, 

turns out to be the north face of K2.

Bleary-eyed, we woke early the next day and with

barely a word spoken, packed up the tent and pulled

out the bikes. The mood thawed after a couple litres of 

coffee and, with bellies full of peanut butter, we

headed off on our ride. It was the warmest day of the

year, not quite ‘blistering’, but enough to warm the

shins and raw the neck. The only problem – I was

struggling. Within an hour I felt like I was really under

the hammer. Each rotation of the cranks took effort 

beyond reason and my breathing was heavy. 

“I felt mentally and
physically emptied...

Take the bike away
and never show

me it again”

Ric McLaughlin and the

curse of the bad ride

“I had a gel back there...”

Aha – he’s using science! This is a false pace and I

can relax. I too had a gel and slurped down some

water, problem solved. But it wasn’t. I could feel the

sucrose high leave just as quickly as it had arrived. On

the descents I was dragging brakes, dabbing feet and

fumbling my lines. The more I thought about it, the

worse it got, spiralling down into the sharpened 

bamboo canes of novice-hood.

And so it went, hour after hour of hoping for

something to change. Constantly hoodwinking myself

with the old ‘you’re thinking about it too much, STOP

thinking about it’ mantra, but to no avail. Even if a

dinosaur could have worked out what that fiery ball in 

the sky was, the end would have always been the 

same – total annihilation.

Eventually, the food and water I’d been pumping

into myself like the flooding of an engine, ran out.

Another dry, dusty hour passed and we arrived back at 

the van. I felt mentally and physically emptied.

Muscles torn apart, lungs expunged of moisture and

back and neck filling with acid. Take the bike away and 

never show me it again.

Except, that wouldn’t help. Over the next few weeks

I’m going to need it more than ever to work back to

how it should feel. Sometimes you just have a bad ride,

– the important thing is to realise that and schedule

the next one as soon as possible to make amends.
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